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ABSTRACT

Equal access to a quality education remains a strong
American value, but current data reveal that an increasing
number of public schools are becoming resegregated or segregated
for the first time. This resegregation trend is reversing the
progress toward an integrated public school system while also
limiting access to higher education institutions. Just twelve years
have passed since Grutter v. Bollinger approved the use of race as
one of many factors in a holistic review of university admissions.
And two terms ago the Supreme Court decided Fisher v. Texas,
which came at a time when observers had cast serious doubts over
not only the constitutionality of using race-based criteria in
admissions processes, but also whether achieving diverse student
populations in educational institutions endured as a compelling
state interest. Fisher ultimately confirmed that the diversity
rationale remained a compelling governmental interest while
simultaneously raising considerable doubts as to the
sustainability of currently existing affirmative action programs.
In the years to come, race-neutral criteria will likely be a key
component of any successful admissions program that can achieve
a diverse student population without being subjected to a strict
scrutiny standard that may be difficult to overcome.
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Ultimately, in this Article I argue that achieving diverse
student populations, whether in public schools or universities,
should remain a compelling state interest and that policymakers
should investigate and implement alternative means of achieving
this interest without the explicit use of race-based criteria. New
approaches will offer long-term and constitutionally sustainable
methods of achieving the American ideal of equitable and
accessible education.
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"[The Court] expect[s] that 25 years from now, the use of
racial preferences will no longer be necessary to further the

interest approved today. "'

INTRODUCTION

Less than ten years have passed since Justice O'Connor
wrote the majority opinion in Grutter v. Bollinger that predicted
racial preferences in higher education admissions would be
unconstitutional by the year 2028.2 The Supreme Court,
however, engrossed the legal community3 two years ago when it
granted certiorari to an affirmative action case with facts similar
to Grutter.4 Albeit fifteen years early, the Court in Fisher v.
Texas once again tackled whether incorporating race as one
criterion (among many) in higher education admissions survives
constitutional scrutiny.5 Although the Court punted on deciding
the underlying question,6 the case nonetheless signaled a new
emergence in affirmative action jurisprudence. By applying a
strict scrutiny standard to a holistic admissions policy, the Court
warned institutions that they must exhaust race-neutral
approaches before race-based criteria can survive judicial review.7

This effectively puts many admissions programs in jeopardy.

1. Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 343 (2003).
2. Id. at 310, 343.
3. See Editorial, The Affirmative Action War Goes On, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 21, 2012,

at SR12; Lyle Denniston, Affirmative Action Review Due Next Term (UPDATED),
SCOTUSBLOG, http://www.scotusblog.com/2012/02/affirmative-action-review-next-
term (last updated Feb. 21, 2012, 4:38 PM); Richard Sander & Stuart Taylor Jr.,
Supreme Court Wants Another Shot at Affirmative Action, WASH. POST (Sept. 30, 201
2), http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/supreme-court-wants-another-shot-at.
affirmative-action/2012/09/30/82cd260e-0b28- 1 1e2-bb5e-492c0d30bff6_story.html.

4. Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 133 S. Ct. 2411 (2013).
5. Id. at 2415.
6. That is, whether race-based admissions criteria can still survive strict

scrutiny. Instead, the Court remanded the case back to the Fifth Circuit to
determine whether the University of Texas met the highest level of constitutional
burden. In dissent, Justice Ginsburg stated that,

I would not return this case for a second look. As the thorough opinions below
show, the University's admissions policy flexibly considers race only as a 'factor
of a factor of a factor of a factor' in the calculus ... [and that the] Court of
Appeals has already completed [the strict scrutiny] inquiry, and its judgment,
trained on this Court's Bakke and Grutter pathmarkers, merits our approbation.

See Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 133 S. Ct. 2411, 2434 (2013) (Ginsburg, J.,
dissenting).

7. Id. at 2420 (majority opinion) ("[S]trict scrutiny imposes on the university the
ultimate burden of demonstrating, before turning to racial classifications, that
available, workable race-neutral alternatives do not suffice.").
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What prompted the Court's early reevaluation of race-based
admissions? Many Court observers note the striking shift in
judicial ideology between the Grutter composition and the current
one.8  Most notably, Justice Alito replaced Justice O'Connor,
marking a shift to the conservative right that placed Justice
Kennedy as the key swing vote rather than just a fairly
consistent member of the conservative bloc.9  The Court's
willingness to accept a new case so quickly was perhaps
foreshadowed by Chief Justice Roberts's remarkable proclamation
that "[t]he way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is to
stop discriminating on the basis of race," 10 signaling the present
Court's reluctance to uphold any policies that include racial
considerations.

Beyond the specific circumstances prompting the current
Court to rework education jurisprudence, the implications of
Fisher have greater consequences than just an admissions policy
for the University of Texas or other public universities. Rather,
the rationale underlying the decision will influence admissions
schemes at all levels of education while further jeopardizing
current education models aimed at achieving diverse student
populations. Thus, the discussion should include more than just
a single admissions process, as colleges and universities do not
exist in an insular vacuum. An often-overlooked component of
this discussion involves the nation's public school system. The
interplay between our public schools and the admissions policies
of higher education institutions should be more closely examined.
Beyond the simple fact that our public schools produce the vast

8. See Adam Liptak, Court Under Roberts Is Most Conservative in Decades, N.Y.
TIMES, July 25, 2010, at Al; Warren Richey, How Alito Would Shift High Court on
Key Issues, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR (Jan. 6, 2006), http://www.csmonitor.com/2006/
0106/p01s04-usju.html; Robert Barnes, Newest Justice Tips High Court to Right,
WASH. POST (June 28, 2007), http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2007/06/27/AR2007062702313.html.

9. Three other justices have also been replaced since the Grutter decision: Chief
Justice Rehnquist, Justice Souter, and Justice Stevens. Their replacements, Chief
Justice Roberts, Justice Sotomayor, and Justice Kagan, are generally considered to
preserve their predecessors' ideology. Thus, those appointments are unlikely to tip
the balance of the Court nearly as significantly as Justice Alito. See Charles Lane,
Alito Leans Right, Where O'Connor Swung Left, WASH. POST (Nov. 1, 2005),
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2005/10/31/AR2005103101865.html (contrasting Justice
O'Connor's moderate jurisprudence with Justice Alito's more conservative ideology).

10. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 748
(2007) (treating racial-inclusive methods the same as racial-restrictive ones).
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majority of the college applicant pool," the underlying principles,
theories, and doctrinal history of higher education jurisprudence
run concurrently with the legal and social understandings of our
public school system and the implementation of public school
models.

First, the value of education is deeply rooted within
American identity and ideology. How this value developed,
changed, and shifted our understanding of the role that
educational institutions play in society is important to consider.
Further, the courts are at the forefront of guiding and framing
social policy issues, particularly in educational contexts. 12 While
the Court is often reluctant to rule on controversial issues, 13

education and race have been exceptions to this general practice.
The Warren Court first began this trend by handing down
controversial rulings in areas such as school desegregation,
criminal defendant protections, and equitable voting rights. 14

The contours of our education values have rapidly changed over
the last few decades, and the nation's highest court has
continuously adapted to and influenced the discourse.

Second, new research indicates that public school districts
are increasingly witnessing their student bodies segregate (or
resegregate) into individual, racialized schools. De facto
segregation methods, largely promulgated through parental and
local-choice rights, have gutted much of the impact the Brown v.
Board decision had.' 5 These trends once again force the courts,

11. See SUSAN AUD ET AL., NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, THE CONDITION OF
EDUCATION 2011 (2011), available at http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2011/2011033.pdf.

12. See, e.g., LEE C. BOLLINGER, IMAGES OF A FREE PRESS (1991); GORDON
SILVERSTEIN, LAW'S ALLURE: How LAW SHAPES, CONSTRAINS, SAVES, AND KILLS

POLITICS (2009); William S. Koski, The Politics of Judicial Decision-Making in
Educational Policy Reform Litigation, 55 HASTINGS L.J. 1077, 1080 (2004). But see
GERALD N. ROSENBERG, THE HOLLOW HOPE: CAN COURTS BRING ABOUT SOCIAL

CHANGES? (1991).

13. See Lisa A. Kloppenberg, Avoiding Constitutional Questions, 35 B.C. L. REV.
1003, 1004 (1994) ("The 'last resort rule' dictates that a federal court should refuse to
rule on a constitutional issue if the case can be resolved on a nonconstitutional
basis."); see also Richard L. Hasen, Constitutional Avoidance and Anti-Avoidance by
the Roberts Court, 2009 SUP. CT. REV. 181.

14. See Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954) (ending de jure racial
segregation in public schools); Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) (establishing
the boundaries of Fifth Amendment protections for criminal defendants); Reynolds v.
Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964) (invalidating restrictive voting laws that constrained
qualified citizens from voting).

15. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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and the general public, to reevaluate current race and education
policies. What is different now, however, is the absence of a
climate of explicit or state-mandated segregation or privilege.
Rather, the discussion centers on whether or not current
affirmative action means are the most effective method of
ensuring equal access to our educational institutions without
running afoul of new Court-imposed constitutional hurdles.

Third, the legal decisions affecting university admissions
policies directly influence the public school system-both in and
out of the courts. 16 Public schools face challenges in promoting
diverse or racially representative student bodies that often
resemble challenges that college admissions offices face: choosing
which students can go to which school, whether race should factor
in distributing students within districts, and which criteria are
constitutionally permissible to promote a robust and equitable
school environment. When a party legally challenges a public
school regarding its student selection methods, most commonly
seen in desegregation cases, 17 courts invariably cite and
incorporate higher education jurisprudence into the decision-
making process. 18

Fourth, we must turn to the realities of today. 19 The merits
of continuing to use of race-based factors in admissions schemes
must be evaluated with the current conditions of our students.
Historically, a central aim of desegregation jurisprudence was to
provide an equitable, safe, and fair education to all students
within the public school system. Now, sixty years after Brown,
how far have we progressed? Are public schools racially
integrated and providing equal opportunities for students? Are
all students accessing a robust curriculum, regardless of race,
preparing them similarly when applying to colleges and
universities? Only once we answer these questions can we
accurately contextualize the debate over the use of race-based

16. See, e.g., Doe ex rel. Doe v. Lower Merion Sch. Dist., 665 F.3d 524 (3d Cir.
2011); Comfort v. Lynn Sch. Comm., 560 F.3d 22 (1st Cir. 2009); Lewis v. Ascension
Parish Sch. Bd., 662 F.3d 343 (5th Cir. 2011).

17. Though, as Texas v. Fisher and Parents Involved v. Seattle demonstrate,
litigation efforts to limit or outright eliminate racial desegregation or affirmative
action policies have increased.

18. See infra Part I.B.
19. That is, we no longer live in the same political, social, or legal climate that

fostered and promulgated explicit racial policies that actively and directly
discriminated against racial minorities.
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factors in both higher education and the public school context. 20

Lastly, I turn to the lurking issues that Fisher embodies.
This one case deeply reflects the culmination of decades of
litigation, social debate, and value-shifting in education. So,
what exactly is at stake? What are the prevailing doctrinal
theories guiding the Court that will ultimately trickle down to
our public schools and communities? How have American values
changed, if at all, regarding our commitment to accessible and
equitable education?

Ultimately, I argue that the American idealism that
fashioned our public school system is alive and well. Instead of
changing values, we are in the midst of reconceptualizing what
exactly it means to be equal and fair and how to get there. Past
equalization efforts, though immediately effective, fail to
adequately address contemporary notions of fairness and other
modern challenges.

Further, improvements in general race relations had the
regrettable effect of suggesting that a level education playing
field has been largely achieved. As I address in this Article, vast
amounts of data indicate that racial disparities are still
demonstrably present at all levels. Regardless of the ultimate
outcome Fisher holds on remand,21 schools (as well as the public)
will likely continue to value diverse student bodies and will need
to creatively implement such values through alternative means. I
briefly explore some alternatives and their potential usefulness.

I. EDUCATION AS A VALUE

At the very core of our nation's founding was a strong sense
of fairness, equity, and meaningful participation in the political
process. 2 Many of the same values were deeply embedded in the
Founding Fathers' perception of what the nation should represent

20. It is also important to note that evaluating current educational conditions is
susceptible to criticism, as countervailing methods may produce contradictory
results. This Article, however, evaluates the education climate using traditional
methods of analysis, such as standardized test scores and graduation rates.

21. See Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 758 F.3d 633 (5th Cir. 2014).
22. See, e.g., THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 2 (U.S. 1776) ("We hold

these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal .. "); U.S. CONST.
amend. V ("[N]or be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process .... ).
Though, admittedly, fairness and equity applied to only select members of society
during the early Republic. This, of course, has been a feature of American
democracy-expanding liberties and protections in more inclusive ways.

733
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and stand for.2 3  Despite sharing similar fundamental views,
early political leaders and citizens vigorously differed on the
implementation of those shared social values.2 4 Not much has
changed today. These basic values still permeate our national
identity, but they have been reconceptualized in far more
inclusive and expansive ways, with continued disagreement over
how to best implement them.25 Education is a fundamental value
that not only captures American idealism but also serves as a
primary means to promote other social values. Education
possesses the capacity to teach values like fairness, equality,
tolerance, and patriotism. 26

Education is often dubbed "the great equalizer."27  Many
hold education as a tool to combat poverty, classism, racism, and
a variety of other social ailments. 28  Massive initiatives, both
private and public, have developed to promote this ideal while
aiming to increase access to adequate schooling for

23. See generally R. B. BERNSTEIN, THE FOUNDING FATHERS RECONSIDERED
(2009) (detailing the circumstances surrounding the "democracy experiment" on
which the Founding Fathers embarked); JOSEPH J. ELLIS, FOUNDING BROTHERS: THE
REVOLUTIONARY GENERATION (2000) (describing the idealism, and shortcomings, of
the Founding Fathers' post-Revolutionary decision making).

24. For example, the first great political and social debate, following the
Revolutionary War, was a structural one-deciding between two competing forms of
government. Compare THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, with THE ANTI-FEDERALIST
PAPERS.

25. Significantly, major changes (both constitutionally and socially) to
enfranchise minority groups have materialized since 1776. For an interesting
discussion on due process and equal protection history, see William N. Eskridge, Jr.,
Destabilizing Due Process and Evolutive Equal Protection, 47 UCLA L. REV. 1183
(2000).

26. See Lydia S. Antoncic, A New Era in Humane Education: How Troubling
Youth Trends and a Call for Character Education are Breathing New Life into Efforts
to Educate Our Youth About the Value of All Life, 9 ANIMAL L. 183, 197 (2003)
(finding that "[iun the past ten years, there has been a wave of legislation in support
of character education"); Martin H. Redish & Kevin Finnerty, What Did You Learn in
School Today? Free Speech, Values Inculcation, and the Democratic-Educational
Paradox, 88 CORNELL L. REV. 62, 62 (2002) (observing that "an educational system is
an inherently authoritarian institution in which agents of the state are provided a
unique opportunity to shape the values of impressionable students").

27. HORACE MANN, END POVERTY THROUGH EDUCATION (1848), reprinted in
HORACE MANN ON THE CRISIS IN EDUCATION 124 (Louis Filler ed., 1965).

28. Cf. Kathleen DeCataldo & Toni Lang, Keeping Kids in School and Out of
Court: A School-Justice Partnership, N.Y. ST. B.J., Jan. 2011, at 26 (arguing that
providing a quality education combats youth recidivism and helps prepare them for
the future).
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underrepresented groups.29  Though lacking an explicit
constitutional mandate, scholars and citizens alike generally
accept that attaining proper schooling is not only necessary but
also a right that citizens possess.30  A historical discussion
chronicling the changing views (legal and otherwise) of public
education, and the equitable principles therein, is helpful to
contextualize the social implications behind contemporary legal
frameworks.

A. THE EARLY AMERICAN EDUCATION MODEL

Education was a powerful value forming within the colonies
even before the official founding of our nation. In 1635, American
settlers produced the first public school for local boys in Boston.3 1

This was particularly significant because it was the first time
nonwealthy children gained access to schooling. What was
originally the province of the home or the church, 32 educating the
next generation became a community and larger societal mission

29. See, e.g., Our Organization, TEACH FOR AM.,
https://www.teachforamerica.org/our-organization (last visited Mar. 15, 2013) ("One
day, all children in this nation will have the opportunity to attain an excellent
education."); TEACH Grant Program, U.S. DEP'T. OF EDUC.,
http://studentaid.ed.gov/sites/default/files/teach-grant.pdf (last visited Feb. 12, 2013)
(detailing government funding available for teaching disadvantaged communities).

30. See, e.g., Goodwin Liu, Education, Equality, and National Citizenship, 116
YALE L.J. 330, 334 (2006) ("[T]he Fourteenth Amendment authorizes and obligates
Congress to ensure a meaningful floor of educational opportunity throughout the
nation."); Peter S. Smith, Note, Addressing the Plight of Inner-City Schools: The
Federal Right to Education After Kadrmas v. Dickinson Public Schools, 18 WHITTIER
L. REV. 825, 861 (1997) ("[T]he time has come to recognize a federal right to
education."); Michael A. Rebell, The Right to Comprehensive Educational
Opportunity, 47 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 47, 116 (2012) ("[A] right to comprehensive
educational opportunity for economically disadvantaged students needs to be
recognized and implemented by the courts, and by the executive and legislative
branches."); The Right to Education, UNESCO, http://www.unesco.org/new/enieducat
ion/themes/leading-the-international-agendaright-to-education (last visited Feb. 22,
2015) ("Education is a fundamental human right and essential for the exercise of all
other human rights.").

31. BLS History, BOSTON LATIN SCH. ASS'N,
http://www.bls.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uRECID=206116&type=d (last visited Jan.
24, 2015); HENRY F. JENKS, CATALOGUE OF THE BOSTON PUBLIC LATIN SCHOOL,

ESTABLISHED IN 1635: WITH AN HISTORICAL SKETCH 86 (1886).

32. Marls A. Vinovskis, Family and Schooling in Colonial and Nineteenth-
Century America, 12 J. FAM. HIST. 19, 31 (1987) ("Throughout human history, the
family has played an important role in the socialization of its young. As civilizations
developed, there was an increasing tendency to supplement the efforts of the family
in the education of its young through other institutions such as churches and
schools.").
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to produce a strong future citizenry.33 This free education
idealism eventually spread until all states had some degree of
free elementary schooling by the year 1870.11 The payoff of this
free education model was significant-literacy rates in the United
States were among the highest in the world by 1800. 35

Eventually, by 1918, lawmakers across all states enacted
compulsory laws requiring an elementary education, with over
70% of children attending school.36

Notably, this initial public education model mostly benefited
elite and middle class white males. Although the public school
idea was for the benefit of all youth, the most impoverished
families could not afford to send their children to school when
those children could instead support their families by working. 7

Additionally, public schools first aimed to educate males, with far
fewer female counterpart institutions. When schools became
available to girls, the expectation for attendance was minimal
and the pedagogy contained a less robust curriculum than that of
boys' schools.38 Further, girls who did attend public school would
primarily receive an elementary education and would often
return to the home to assist their mothers (or husbands) and
families with domestic duties.39 Boys, however, would more often
continue on to complete their secondary education and thus be
eligible to attend a college or university.

33. Vinovskis, supra note 32, at 20-22.
34. See John W. Meyer et al., Public Education as Nation-Building in America:

Enrollments and Bureaucratization in the American States, 1870-1930, 85 AM. J.
Soc. 591, 596 (1979); NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, 120 YEARS OF AMERICAN
EDUCATION: A STATISTICAL PORTRAIT 25 (1993), available at
http://nces.ed.gov/pubs93/93442.pdf.

35. PRESS, POLITICS AND THE PUBLIC SPHERE IN EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA:
1760-1820, at 141 (Hannah Barker & Simon Burrows eds., 2002).

36. See PATRICIA ALBJERG GRAHAM, COMMUNITY AND CLASS IN AMERICAN
EDUCATION, 1865-1918 (1974).

37. Though some of the reasons may have changed, our poorest students are still
much less likely to attend school regularly and attain educational success. See Jason
DeParle, For Poor, Leap to College Often Ends in a Hard Fall, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 23,
2012, at Al (reporting that "[i]ncome has always shaped academic success ... [and
that] reading and math tests dating back 25 years... found that the gap in scores of
high- and low-income students has grown by 40 percent").

38. See generally JOHN D. PULLIAM & JAMES J. VAN PATTEN, HISTORY OF
EDUCATION IN AMERICA (9th ed. 2006).

39. See Henry Barnard, Girls in the Public Schools of Boston, 13 AM. J. EDUC.
243, 244 (1863) (declaring that "women [given] such an education as shall make them
fit wives for well educated men, and enable them to exert a salutary influence upon
the rising generation").
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Beyond class or gender, the free education ideal certainly fell
short of reaching nonwhites.4 ° The initial public education model
was particularly virulent toward blacks,41  as the idea of
educating the slave race, or former enslaved race, was
unfathomable. Although there is some evidence that a few black
individuals received an education (or achieved some level of
literacy) prior to the Civil War,42 this was a rare occurrence that
was not a part of the early free education model. Even in
progressive northern schools (in states where slavery had mostly
been abolished by 1804) 4' attempts to educate black students
were met with fierce opposition and were often unsuccessful.44 In
the South, where slavery was still legal, most states outlawed
educating black students and consequently few had the
opportunity to even learn how to read or write.

The most significant changes to the public school model
occurred after the Civil War. Once Congress abolished slavery in
the South, marking the beginning of the Reconstruction Era,
black public schools began to emerge. 45 The literacy rate in the
South subsequently passed the 50% mark by 1900 as thousands
of black teachers were trained and dispatched to fill black

40. Although other minority groups experienced educational disparities too, this
historical section focuses on black students given the particular and unique
experience of American slavery, emancipation, and the Civil Rights Movement.

41. Style guides differ on the correct usage of terms like black, African-American,
Latino, and Hispanic. Most agree, however, that no clear answers exist and that
these questions often settle on personal preferences. Although I adhere to this
publication's style guide, I recognize that differing opinions exist on these issues. See
Paul Brest & Miranda Oshige, Affirmative Action for Whom?, 47 STAN. L. REV. 855,
883 n.148 (1995); Neil Gotanda, A Critique of "Our Constitution is Color-Blind', 44
STAN. L. REV. 1, 4 n.12 (1991); Lani Guinier, The Triumph of Tokenism: The Voting
Rights Act and the Theory of Black Electoral Success, 89 MICH. L. REV. 1077, 1078
n.1 (1991); Kimberl. Williams Crenshaw, Race, Reform and Retrenchment:
Transformation and Legitimation in Antidiscrimination Law, 101 HARv. L. REV.
1331, 1332 n.2 (1988).

42. See Genevieve Haas, The Brief, but Courageous Life of Noyes Academy,
DARTMOUTH LIFE (Dec. 2005), http://www.dartmouth.edu/-dartlife/archives/15-
5/noyes.html.

43. See DICTIONARY OF AFRO-AMERICAN SLAVERY 471 (Randall M. Miller & John
David Smith eds., 1988).

44. See generally HILARY J. MOSS, SCHOOLING CITIZENS: THE STRUGGLE FOR
AFRICAN AMERICAN EDUCATION IN ANTEBELLUM AMERICA (2009).

45. See ERIC FONER, RECONSTRUCTION: AMERICA'S UNFINISHED REVOLUTION,
1863-1877 (1988) (chronicling the post-Civil War period); Tom Donnelly, Our
Forgotten Founders: Reconstruction, Public Education, and Constitutional Heroism,
58 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 115, 143, 161 (2010) (discussing the history of public education
during the Reconstruction Era).
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schools.46 With rare exception,47 government officials segregated
public schools in the South. Additionally, during Reconstruction,
certain colleges and universities were established to exclusively
serve black students. 4  Those institutions are now collectively
known as Historically Black Colleges and Universities, or
"HBCUs."

49

All of these past educational developments produced a
dichotomous system of education, particularly in the South.
White children would grow up in white public schools and then
attend white universities, whereas black students would attend
black public schools and then attend HBCUs, if at all. This two-
tier scheme became the norm and created an illusory perception
that all races could achieve educational parity through separate
paths. Behind this illusion, however, was the lingering reek of
racism. Black schools were by far underfunded, under resourced,
and pedagogically inferior to white schools. The Reconstruction
Era saw the ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment,5"
guaranteeing equal protection to recently freed slaves and black
citizens generally. Despite this advancement, however,
institutional and judicially supported inequality remained deeply
embedded within the law and thwarted the true protections
afforded through reconstruction legislation.51 In practice, these
barriers limited access to a quality education to only white
students, and in turn were legitimized by early Supreme Court
precedent and state laws.

Despite the vast inadequacies of the early public school
model, the underlying value of education was nonetheless taking

46. See generally JAMES D. ANDERSON, THE EDUCATION OF BLACKS IN THE
SOUTH, 1860-1935, at 244-45 (1988).

47. See Louis R. Harlan, Desegregation in New Orleans Public Schools During
Reconstruction, 67 AM. HIST. REV. 663 (1962).

48. See SUSAN T. HILL, NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, TRADITIONALLY BLACK

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION: 1860 TO 1982, at 2 (1985), available at
http://nces.ed.gov/pubs84/84308.pdf

49. See CHARLENE HOFFMAN, NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, HISTORICALLY
BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, 1976-1994, at vii (1996), available at http://nce
s.ed.gov/pubs/96902.pdf.

50. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV.

51. See The Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1873) (rejecting early
Fourteenth Amendment appeals for broader citizenship rights); The Civil Rights
Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 25 (1883) (finding that Congress lacked the constitutional
authority, through the Fourteenth Amendment, to enforce the Civil Rights Act of
1875).
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hold. Education was becoming increasingly important to all
members of society, and it was not just thought of as a luxury
available to only the elite class. Instilled with an appreciation for
the importance of education, the public at-large began to
scrutinize and mount challenges against disparate treatment of
students based on their race, class, and gender. Increased
litigation and public admonition paved the way for the courts to
intervene and greatly influence the future of education.

B. THE IMPACT OF SUPREME COURT OPINIONS ON RACE AND
EDUCATION

Perhaps in no other area has the Supreme Court influenced
cultural discourse and understanding of a social issue as much as
in the area of race and education. Public life in America,
especially concerning the interaction between race and public
schooling, has been fundamentally transformed by the decisions
handed down by the Supreme Court. Whether progressive or
restrictive, the decisions in Dred Scott v. Sandford,52 Plessy v.
Ferguson,53 Brown v. Board of Education,54 and Grutter v.
Bollinger55 have been engrained in the public's mind and have
pressed society to confront the broader issues involved. This
demonstrates the powerful tool that the law has in administering,
even if sometimes ahead of its time, normative judgments within
our society. 56  Courts' influence on societal norms is especially
underscored by their general role as the final arbiters for
resolving social disputes that have strong constitutional
implications. Consequently, court opinions affect more than just
individual judgments; they also serve as "symbolic declarations to
guide, influence, and endorse" policies outside the judicial
arena. 57

The first major Supreme Court case that explicitly
challenged segregation was Plessy v. Ferguson.58 This notorious

52. 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1857).

53. 163 U.S. 537 (1896).

54. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

55. 539 U.S. 306 (2003).

56. See Gary Peller, The Metaphysics of American Law, 73 CALIF. L. REV. 1151

(1985); CLIFFORD GEERTZ, LOCAL KNOWLEDGE: FURTHER ESSAYS IN INTERPRETATIVE

ANTHROPOLOGY 215 (1983).

57. Christopher E. Smith, The Supreme Court and Ethnicity, 69 OR. L. REV. 797,
810 (1990).

58. Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 538 (1896), overruled by Brown v. Bd. of
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case legitimized the "separate but equal" mantra5 9 that remained
within American jurisprudence for over fifty years.60  Although
northern states did not mandate school segregation (and in some
instances outlawed it), the southern states preserved the vestiges
of racism by educating the races differently and separately.

Through the persistent grip of the separate but equal
doctrine, overall progress in educating American youth remained
unexceptional in the mid-twentieth century. By 1940, just over
half of young adults, including black students, had attained a
secondary education. 61 At a time when black individuals were
still called Negros (or worse),6 2 and before the Civil Rights
Movement, litigation challenges aimed at fighting institutional
racism were incrementally successful and paved the way for
Brown.63 These early successes in higher education cases are
foundational examples of how litigation in admissions and
institutional practices at colleges and universities influenced
future public school segregation cases.

Despite some success in early equal protection litigation,
blatantly racist laws in the South, and more subversive and
clandestine approaches in the North, continued to marginalize
black citizens.64 Most public school systems instructed children
to accept a racial caste system. With particular force in the

Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
59. Id. at 550-51.
60. See Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954), supplemented by 349 U.S. 294

(1955).
61. See JURGEN HERBST, THE ONCE AND FUTURE SCHOOL: THREE HUNDRED AND

FIFTY YEARS OF AMERICAN SECONDARY EDUCATION (1996).

62. The word "Negro" was once an acceptable term to refer to blacks, even self-
identified at times, but its usage declined in the 50's and 60's when growing
resentment toward the term signified a shift that deemed it derogatory. See
generally KWAME TURE & CHARLES V. HAMILTON, BLACK POWER: THE POLITICS OF
LIBERATION (1992) (arguing that "Negro" implied black inferiority).

63. See Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337, 352 (1938) (finding that a
black student "was entitled to be admitted to the law school of the State University
in the absence of other and proper provision for his legal training within the State");
McLaurin v. Okla. State Regents for Higher Educ., 339 U.S. 637, 642 (1950) (holding
that the segregation of a black graduate student from his peers at the University of
Oklahoma was a violation of his Equal Protection rights); Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S.
629, 633-36 (1950) (requiring the University of Texas to admit a black student
because of the unequal opportunities available in the state).

64. See KEVIN BROWN, RACE, LAW AND EDUCATION IN THE POST-DESEGREGATION
ERA 2 (2005) (finding that "[w]here segregation and conscious racial discrimination
were not the law, they still formed part of customary American business,
educational, political and social practice").
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South, children came to accept that they must learn only with
their own race and that being taught separately nonetheless
meant that they received the same education. But it was never
the same. Resources, faculty, and the rigor of curriculum were
far superior in white schools. Despite the attempt of southern
states to maintain the fagade of equality through a bifurcated
education system, the reality was that the system was merely an
extension of institutionalized racism aimed at maintaining the
superiority of the majority over the minority.

Then, in 1954, the Brown case finally established that
educating children separately was inherently unequal. 5

Enforcing the desegregation decree proved difficult, however, and
significant integration did not occur until years later. 66  During
the 1950s, almost no black students attended a school with white
counterparts. Not until the 1980s did that number significantly
rise to more than 40%.67 Along with this integration success,
black students saw unprecedented levels of high school
graduation rates, college attendance, and improved testing
scores. 68

The social and legal effects of Brown are far reaching.6 9

Beyond the true enforcement of the Equal Protection Clause,70

the Court for the first time found a social benefit in an integrated
school system and promoted this value by its decision and

65. 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954).
66. See Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1, 7 (1958) (holding that "[sitate authorities

were thus duty bound to devote every effort toward initiating desegregation and
bringing about the elimination of racial discrimination in the public school system");
Stone v. Members of Bd. of Educ., 309 F.2d 638 (5th Cir. 1962) (affirming the district
court's judgment that Atlanta school officials had failed to integrate schools); United
States v. Jefferson Cnty. Bd. of Educ., 380 F.2d 385, 389 (5th Cir. 1967) (affirming a
school board's duty to actively integrate its schools).

67. See GARY ORFIELD & CHUNGMEI LEE, BROWN AT 50: KING'S DREAM OR
PLESSY'S NIGHTMARE?, at 18 (2004), available at http://civilrightsproject.ucla.edulres
earch/k- 12-educationlintegration-and-diversity/brown-at-50-king2O 19s-dream-or-
plessy20l9s-nightmare/orfield-brown-50-2004.pdf.

68. See KIM M. LLOYD ET AL., TRENDS IN EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT OF
MINORITY STUDENTS SINCE BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION 14-17 (2001), available
at http://www.texastopl0.princeton.edu/reports/misc/trends in-ed.pdf.

69. See Derrick A. Bell, Jr., Brown v. Board of Education and the Interest-
Convergence Dilemma, 93 HARV. L. REV. 518, 518 (1980) (stating that Brown
"transformed blacks from beggars pleading for decent treatment to citizens
demanding equal treatment under the law as their constitutionally recognized
right").

70. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.
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rationale. This drastically changed the discussion and narrative
of race relations within the nation. Though some scholars have
argued that the decision was an example of judicial activism,71

the foundation for the Court had already been established by
previous cases in the higher-education context.72  Beyond
segregation cases, Brown drastically altered the judicial
landscape for other student rights as it laid the groundwork for
other equal protection claims, such as disability rights.73

At its core, the Brown decision recognized institutional and
social forces that disadvantaged black students specifically (but
now certainly Hispanics, and other groups, as well) and
attempted to remedy the most basic mode of social inclusion-
education. Later, the Grutter decision upheld the idea that an
integrated student population was desirable and within a
university's right to seek out via a holistic admissions policy. 74

Now, the decision in Fisher changes the education narrative,
perhaps reflecting a growing sentiment that current affirmative
action policies may no longer be useful or beneficial to meet what
are seen as idealized education goals. 75  To many, affirmative
action policies have gone too far; some have even argued that
they reveal the emergence of "reverse racism."76  And, just as
Chief Justice Roberts demonstrated in his proclamation in

71. See Louis Fischer, When Courts Play School Board: Judicial Activism in
Education, 51 EDUC. L. REP. 693, 697 (1989) ("Result orientation tends to be activist
when there is a transparent effort to reach a decision that squares with the policy
preferences of the justices. Brown v. Board of Education is often cited as an example
of transparent result-orientation where the Warren Court minimized history and
legal precedent and relied instead on social psychology."); see also John Valery White,
Brown v. Board of Education and the Origins of the Activist Insecurity in Civil Rights
Law, 28 OHIO N.U. L. REV. 303 (2002) (explaining the historical criticism of Brown).

72. See supra note 63 and accompanying text.
73. See Betsy Levin, The Courts, Congress, and Educational Adequacy: The Equal

Protection Predicament, 39 MD. L. REV 187 (1979) (discussing the expansion of
student rights through the Equal Protection Clause post-Brown).

74. See infra Part III.B.
75. See infra Part III.
76. See Brett Hammon, Playing the Race Card: White Americans' Sense of

Victimization in Response to Affirmative Action, 19 TEX. HisP. J.L. & POLY 95, 119
(2013) (describing "white victimization" and reverse racism); Kathryn R.L. Rand &
Steven Andrew Light, Teaching Race Without A Critical Mass: Reflections on
Affirmative Action and the Diversity Rationale, 54 J. LEGAL EDUC. 316, 328 (2004)
(describing the perception that reverse racism against white students can result from
admissions policies that take race into account).
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Parents Involved v. Seattle,7 7 the notion of "colorblindness" is
attractive. Colorblindness, however, is a misleading lens that
cleverly hides the lingering effects of racism under an
undiscerning veil of fairness. In a utopian world, colorblindness
would be ideal.78 In this world, however, colorblindness masks
the authentic American identity, which includes a history of
slavery, racism, colonialism, and institutionalized inequity. 9

Fortunately, much has been done to remedy past missteps. One
of these remedies was manifested through actively opening
educational opportunities to all students, regardless of their race
or social status. But now, we are far beyond reparations for past
sins. Affirmative action policies today involve watered-down
attempts to offer a purportedly holistic review of applicants to
continue the ideal that all American citizens should be afforded
the opportunity to gain a quality education. Even after the
Grutter decision upheld the holistic review of applicants, schools
(at all levels) nonetheless struggle to maintain diverse student
bodies. Nevertheless, we must accurately assess how far
diversity in public schools has progressed to inform future legal
and social discourse.

II. THE (RE)SEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Nearly six decades after the Warren Court declared that the
"separate but equal" doctrine was a noxious scheme by which to
educate our children, permanent desegregation efforts have all
but failed. The latest evidence indicates a startling trend of
resegregation in suburban and urban schools. Further, these
national trends show no signs of ending. Since Brown, the
greatest progress in desegregation efforts took place in the 1970s

77. See supra note 10 and accompanying text.

78. See Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701,
788 (2007) (Kennedy, J., concurring), for Justice Kennedy's agreement that a
colorblind framework for constitutional theory neglects "the real world" experience
we face.

79. See Matthew Scutari, "The Great Equalizer": Making Sense of the Supreme
Court's Equal Protection Jurisprudence in American Public Education and Beyond,
97 GEO. L.J. 917, 919 (2009) (arguing that the "Court's current conception of equality
as a 'colorblind' principle of anticlassification-one that presumes all legal
classifications based on race to be equally injurious--obscures the descriptive inquiry
necessary to transform any prescriptive rule of equal treatment into a functional
jurisprudential principle"); John A. Powell, Living and Learning: Linking Housing
and Education, 80 MINN. L. REV. 749, 777 (1996) ("Rather than recognize that
'African-American' is both an ethnic and a racial group with a distinct history and
experience, the ideal of a colorblind society treats blackness as irrelevant, at best.").
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and 1980s. In 1964, ten years after Brown, only 2.3% of black
students attended majority-white schools in the South.8 0  This
percentage increased to 23.4% in 1968, 37.6% in 1976, and 42.9%
in 1986.81 The late 1980's, however, marked a shift in this trend,
and by 1991 the number dropped to 39.2%."2 By 1998, the
number plummeted to 32.7%.83 This data demonstrates that
southern desegregation efforts peaked in the 1980s, only to be
slowly reversed within the last two decades.

Historically, discussions regarding racial disparities in
public schools and higher education have been primarily focused
on the relationship between black students and white students.8 4

Recent immigration and population developments require the
inclusion of Hispanics in this discourse, as they now comprise the
largest ethnic minority in the United States."5  Further,
Hispanics are also the largest minority enrolled in U.S. college
campuses. 86 Although the Hispanic population was fairly small

80. See GARY ORFIELD, SCHOOLS MORE SEPARATE: CONSEQUENCES OF A DECADE

OF RESEGREGATION 29 (2001), available at http://civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/researchV
k- 12-education/integration-and-diversity/schools-more-separate-consequences-of-a-
decade-of-resegregation/orfield-schools-more-separate-200 1.pdf.

81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. See Robert Belton, Legal Aspects Segregation - History, From Plessy to Brown,

From Brown to Freeman, Segregation in Higher Education, EDUC. ENCYCLOPEDIA,
http://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/2412/Segregation-Legal-Aspects.html (last
visited Jan. 24, 2015) ("Segregation in education also includes widespread
discrimination in the educational process against groups other than African
Americans, such as Asian Americans, Native Americans, and Hispanics. The
practice of segregation in education involves all levels of the educational process:
elementary, secondary, undergraduate, graduate, and professional schools.").

85. See KAREN R. HUMES ET AL., U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, OVERVIEW OF RACE AND

HISPANIC ORIGIN: 2010 (2011), available at http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/brief
s/c2010br-02.pdf; see also Lynette Clemetson, Hispanics Now Largest Minority,
Census Shows, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 22, 2003), http://www.nytimes.com/2003/01/22/us/hi
spanics-now-largest-minority-census-shows.html; Richard Adams, Hispanics and
Latinos Become the Largest Minority in America's Cities, GUARDIAN (Apr. 14, 2011),
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/richard-adams-blog/201 1/apr/14/hispanic-latino-
census-urban-minority ("Hispanic and Latino residents now form the single biggest
minority in 191 of the country's 366 metropolitan areas, which are themselves home
to more than 80% of the country's population.").

86. Ryan Lytle, Hispanics are Now the Largest Minority in College, U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REP. (Aug. 31, 2012, 8:30 AM), http://www.usnews.com/educationfbestcollege
s/articles/2012/08/31/hispanics-are-now-the-largest-minority-in-college ("Hispanics
are now the largest minority on college campuses, making up roughly 16.5 percent of
all U.S. college students .... ").
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in 1954,87 and had not historically been subject to oppression via
slavery, segregation and discrimination have certainly affected
the now largest minority group."" In some ways, Hispanics "have
been more segregated than blacks . . .not only by race and
ethnicity but also by poverty."8' 9 Like black students, the number
of Hispanic students attending predominantly, or exclusively,
minority schools has been increasing over the past twenty
years. 90  And, as research has proven again and again,
segregation correlates with diminished access to quality
education.91

A. WHITE FLIGHT

The earliest suburbs began forming when cities became
increasingly inhospitable and when transportation improvements
allowed greater flexibility in traveling. 92 The United States
rapidly developed into an industrialized nation, making urban
life congested and leading to unfavorable living conditions. 93

Though initially accessible only to the wealthy, technological
advancements eventually permitted middle-class (primarily
white) families the opportunity to suburbanize as well. 94

Further, immigrant populations, who followed the jobs to cities,

87. Official data for the 1950 census shows no recording of Hispanics within the
U.S. population, as the term "Hispanic" was not used at that time. See U.S. CENSUS
BUREAU, TABLE 1. UNITED STATES - RACE AND HISPANIC ORIGIN: 1790 TO 1990
(2002), available at http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0056/
tabOl.pdf. However, estimates (with incomplete data) suggest that approximately
2.3 million Hispanics were residing in the U.S. in 1950. See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU,
WE THE AMERICAN... HISPANICS 2 fig. 1 (1993), available at https://www.census.gov/
prod/cenl990/wepeople/we-2r.pdf.

88. See ORFIELD, supra note 80, at 31. For an interesting historical analysis of
the Hispanic population in the United States, see generally JUAN GONZALEZ,
HARVEST OF EMPIRE: A HISTORY OF LATINOS IN AMERICA (rev. ed. 2011).

89. ORFIELD, supra note 80, at 2.
90. Id. at 31.
91. See, e.g., Shavar D. Jeffries, The Structural Inadequacy of Public Schools for

Stigmatized Minorities: The Need for Institutional Remedies, 34 HASTINGS CONST.
L.Q. 1 (2006); John Powell, Segregation and Educational Inadequacy in Twin Cities
Public Schools, 17 HAMLINE J. PUB. L. & POLY 337 (1996); Marilyn V. Yarbrough,
Still Separate and Still Unequal, 36 WM. & MARY L. REV. 685 (1995); RICHARD
KLUGER, SIMPLE JUSTICE: THE HISTORY OF BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION AND
BLACK AMERICA'S STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY (Vintage Books 2004) (1975).

92. For a thorough account of the history of suburbanization, see Nicole Stelle
Garnett, Suburbs as Exit, Suburbs as Entrance, 106 MICH. L. REV. 277 (2007).

93. See generally KENNETH T. JACKSON, CRABGRASS FRONTIER: THE
SUBURBANIZATION OF THE UNITED STATES (1985).

94. Id. at 25-32.
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created another impetus for white families to flee to the
suburbs.

95

Notwithstanding the early movements of white families to
the suburbs, the most significant waves occurred during and after
the Civil Rights Movement.9 6 There is also some evidence
suggesting that white flight was a direct response to judicial
desegregation efforts. 97 Interestingly, it is estimated that 50% of
white students fled a school district following a desegregation
order.98 It is also undisputed that prior to Brown, white students
primarily populated urban school districts. 99 This, of course, has
completely inverted. In what is known as the Great Migration, as
many as 500,000 black citizens left the South in the early
twentieth century to settle in northern, more urban
communities.1 00 That legacy remains as minority students now
overwhelmingly compose urban school districts.101 Ultimately,
any remedy that courts impose upon school districts creates a

95. See generally RICHARDSON DILWORTH, THE URBAN ORIGINS OF SUBURBAN
AUTONOMY (2005).

96. See KEVIN M. KRUSE, WHITE FLIGHT: ATLANTA AND THE MAKING OF MODERN
CONSERVATISM (2005) (describing the circumstances surrounding white flight in
Atlanta post-judicial desegregation orders); CHARLES T. CLOTFELTER, AFTER BROWN:
THE RISE AND RETREAT OF SCHOOL DESEGREGATION (2004) (extrapolating school
enrollment data to track desegregation and white flight).

97. See sources cited supra note 96; see also Erica Frankenberg & Genevieve
Siegel-Hawley, Public Decisions and Private Choices: Reassessing the School-Housing
Segregation Link in the Post-Parents Involved Era, 48 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 397,
412-14 (2013) (discussing the historical research on desegregation orders and white
flight); Haifeng Zhang, School Desegregation and White Flight Revisited: A Spatial
Analysis from a Metropolitan Perspective, 32 URB. GEOGRAPHY 1208, 1208 (2011)
(finding that "desegregation is significantly related to . . . white flight after
controlling for suburbanization and other contextual variables"); William D.
Henderson, Demography and Desegregation in the Cleveland Public Schools: Toward
A Comprehensive Theory of Educational Failure and Success, 26 N.Y.U. REV. L. &
SOC. CHANGE 457, 460 (2001) (discussing integration and white flight in Cleveland
public schools).

98. See Christine H. Rossell, An Analysis of the Court Decisions in Sheff v. O'Neill
and Possible Remedies for Racial Isolation, 29 CONN. L. REV. 1187, 1208 (1997).

99. See GEOFFREY R. STONE ET AL., CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 491 (5th ed. 2005).

100. See generally JAMES R. GROSSMAN, LAND OF HOPE: CHICAGO, BLACK

SOUTHERNERS, AND THE GREAT MIGRATION 164 (1989); see also Paul Moreno, The
Verdict of History, The History of Michigan Jurisprudence through its Significant
Supreme Court Cases: The Forgotten Years: 1870-1940, MICH. B.J., Jan. 2009, at S1,
S14; Jack Temple Kirby, The Southern Exodus, 1910-1960: A Primer for Historians,
49 J. S. HIST. 585, 589-90 (1983).

101. See, e.g., Lillemor McGoldrick, Note, Reforming Urban School Systems:
Putting the Public Back in Public Education, 6 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL'Y 111
(1999).
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strong potential for white flight. 1 0 2

The conditions of urban school districts have remained
largely inadequate.10 3  Urban school districts carry a
disproportionate burden of our poorest students, which
unsurprisingly, directly correlates with race and ethnicity. 10 4

Even when compared to poor suburban districts, urban schools
often perform worse.' 05 A report commissioned by the Secretary
of Education in 2013 found that "[w]hile some young Americans-
most of them white and affluent-are getting a truly world-class
education, those who attend schools in high poverty
neighborhoods are getting an education that more closely
approximates school in developing nations."'10 6

B. SUBURBAN SEGREGATION

As has been true for the last several decades, the overall
suburban student population numbers overshadow urban
numbers. 107 Though racial segregation studies often focus on

102. See Christopher A. Suarez, Sliding Towards Educational Outcomes: A New
Remedy for High-Stakes Education Lawsuits in a Post-NCLB World, 15 MICH. J.
RACE & L. 477, 504 (2010) ("[P]arents may be concerned that the quality of their
children's education may be adversely impacted by the presence of minority
students.").

103. See, e.g., JONATHAN KOZOL, FIRE IN THE ASHES: TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AMONG
THE POOREST CHILDREN IN AMERICA (2012) (tracking the movements of urban school
children); CARNEGIE FOUND. FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING, AN IMPERILED
GENERATION: SAVING URBAN SCHOOLS (1988) (detailing the poor conditions of urban
schools); MICHAEL HOLZMAN, SCHOTT FOUND. FOR PUB. EDUC., A ROTTING APPLE:
EDUCATION REDLINING IN NEW YORK CITY (2012), available at
http://www.schottfoundation.org/docs/redlining-full-report.pdf (examining New York
City's public school system); cf. Rick Ginsberg et al., Working Conditions in Urban
Schools, 19 URB. REV. 3 (1987) (identifying the unique challenges urban teachers
face).

104. See, e.g., Jacqueline Corcoran & Ann Nichols-Casebolt, Risk and Resilience
Ecological Framework for Assessment and Goal Formulation, 21 CHILD &
ADOLESCENT SOC. WORK J. 211 (2004); AM. PSYCHOLOGICAL ASS'N, ETHNIC AND
RACIAL MINORITIES & SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 2, available at http://www.apa.org/pi/
ses/resources/publications/factsheet-erm.pdf.

105. LAURA LIPPMAN ET AL., NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, URBAN SCHOOLS:
THE CHALLENGE OF LOCATION AND POVERTY, at xi (1996), available at http://nces.ed.
gov/pubs/96184all.pdf (stating that "urban high poverty schools and their students
compared unfavorably to other high poverty schools").

106. See EQUITY & EXCELLENCE COMM'N, FOR EACH AND EVERY CHILD: A
STRATEGY FOR EDUCATION EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE 12 (2013), available at http://ci
sac.fsi.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/foreachand-every-child.pdf.

107. See FRANK HOBBS & NICOLE STOOPS, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, DEMOGRAPHIC
TRENDS IN THE 20TH CENTURY (2002), available at http://www.census.gov/prod/2002
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urban trends, arguably having a greater historical impact on
education,1 08 segregation has become increasingly prevalent in
the suburbs as more minorities and immigrants are moving to
them.° 9 There is also some evidence that suburban communities
recognize the recent increase in minority suburbanites and
attempt to curb further minority increases by manipulating
district boundaries and incentivizing white parents to stay. 110

With these recent trends, it is necessary to review suburban
movements to capture a more comprehensive snapshot of overall
segregation data.

Researchers Erica Frankenberg"' and Gary Orfield" 2 have
detailed these suburban trends by examining data from twenty-
five national metropolitan school district areas. 1 3 In total, these
twenty-five areas enroll one-quarter of the public school students
in the United States.11 4  As the evidence reveals, nearly 20% of
suburban school districts are experiencing rapid racial change-
that is, a decline in the percentage of white students at least

pubs/censr-4.pdf; MARK MATHER ET AL., POPULATION REFERENCE BUREAU, REPORTS
ON AMERICA: FIRST RESULTS FROM THE 2010 CENSUS, at 15 (2011), available at
http://www.prb.org/pdfll/reports-on-america-2010-census.pdf. Interestingly, the
2010 census indicates a reversal of suburbanization; the percentage increase of
urban dwellers surpassed suburban ones. Nonetheless suburban numbers remain
higher. See id.; see also William H. Frey, Demographic Reversal: Cities Thrive,
Suburbs Sputter, BROOKINGS INST. (June 29, 2012), http://www.brookings.edu/resear
ch/opinions/2012/06/29-cities-suburbs-frey.

108. Cf. RACHAEL A. WOLDOFF, WHITE FLIGHT/BLACK FLIGHT: THE DYNAMICS OF
RACIAL CHANGE IN AN AMERICAN NEIGHBORHOOD 2 (2011) ("For the first time in
history, non-Hispanic whites now represent less than half the population in the
largest central cities of the United States, going from 52 percent in 1990 to 44
percent in 2000.").

109. See Sabrina Tavernise & Robert Gebeloff, Immigrants Make Paths to
Suburbia, Not Cities, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 15, 2010, at A15 ("The country's biggest
population gains were in suburban areas. But, in a departure from past decades
when whites led the rise, now it is because of minorities.").

110. See MYRON ORFIELD & THOMAS F. LUCE JR., REGION: PLANNING THE FUTURE
OF THE TWIN CITIES (2010).

111. Erica Frankenberg is an assistant professor in the Department of Education
Policy Studies in the College of Education at The Pennsylvania State University.

112. Gary Orfield is a professor of education, law, political science and urban
planning at the University of California, Los Angeles. He also serves as the co-
director of the Civil Rights Project.

113. THE RESEGREGATION OF SUBURBAN SCHOOLS: A HIDDEN CRISIS IN AMERICAN
EDUCATION (Erica Frankenberg & Gary Orfield eds., 2012) [hereinafter
RESEGREGATION].

114. See id. at 28.
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three times that of the overall rate of enrollment. 115 Further, the
majority of these suburban school districts are experiencing some
level of racial change, leading to an overall increase in
segregation." 6  Several districts have over 90% enrollment of
entirely white students, or 90% enrollment of nonwhite
students. 117

As is also the case in urban school districts,"" high- and mid-
income suburban districts retain low levels of minority
students." 9 Certain racial pairs, especially between Latino and
white students, are especially stark in local districts-suggesting
that schools with even low numbers of minority students increase
the likelihood of white students fleeing. 120  Those "regions with
more suburban fragmentation have districts experiencing rapid
transition and high racial and economic segregation, which may
indicate that only portions of suburbia are open to black, Latino,
and/or low-income families."'' Thus, suburban school districts
are beginning to see similar racialization of student populations
that urban districts faced during early waves of white flight. 122

C. CONTRIBUTING FACTORS THAT LED TO (RE)SEGREGATION

Though institutionalized segregation has been largely
eliminated today, 123 segregation is now preserved through private
actions. 124 Behind the de facto racial segregation trends seen in

115. See RESEGREGATION, supra note 113, at 30.
116. Id. at 29-33.
117. Id. at 43.
118. See JONATHAN KOZOL, SAVAGE INEQUALITIES: CHILDREN IN AMERICA'S

SCHOOLS 122-23 (1991) (reporting on the vast differential spending amounts of
students in New York City); see also Michael Winerip, No Child Left Behind Law
Leaves No Room for Some, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 10, 2003, at B7 (chronicling the effects
of No Child Left Behind on wealthy and poor school districts).

119. See RESEGREGATION, supra note 113, at 34-40.
120. Id. at 42.
121. Id. at 33.
122. Id. (demonstrating that racial "stratification is spreading beyond city

boundaries to encompass a larger geographic spread").
123. Cf. Scutari, supra note 79 (arguing that although institutionalized

segregation is "largely a thing of the past," moral shortcomings nonetheless preserve
segregation).

124. See Charles R. Lawrence III, Forbidden Conversations: On Race, Privacy, and
Community (A Continuing Conversation with John Ely on Racism and Democracy),
114 YALE L.J. 1353 (2005) (discussing de facto racial segregation and the
privatization of education).
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suburban and urban communities 125 lies a multitude of private
activities that collectively lead to the re-emergence of segregated
school districts and student populations.

Housing-market patterns, perhaps more than any other
factor, dramatically impact the population of school districts and
the racial makeup of individual schools. 2 6  A long history of
institutional forces, state and national segregation polices, and
racial steering, 1

1
7 created (and retained) racialized housing

patterns. 128  White residents tend to prefer less integrated
communities compared to nonwhite residents.' 29  Thus, white
families tend to selectively remove themselves (or avoid) more
diverse neighborhoods. 30  Given the greater monetary wealth
white families generally possess,13

1 self-selection is possible

125. See supra Part II.B.
126. See generally CHARLES M. LAMB, HOUSING SEGREGATION IN SUBURBAN

AMERICA SINCE 1960: PRESIDENTIAL AND JUDICIAL POLITICS (2005) (examining fair
housing policies and politics from 1960 to 2000).

127. See Note, Racial Steering: The Real Estate Broker and Title VIII, 85 YALE L.J.
808, 809 (1976) (describing racial steering as "directing white buyers to
predominantly white areas and minority buyers to minority or interracial areas");
Rachel Blake, Illegal Steering in America: Who's at the Wheel?, 16 J. AFFORDABLE
HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEV. L. 95, 95 (2007) (noting that "twelve major
metropolitan areas in the United States found that steering occurred in at least 87
percent of the studied interactions"); Marc Seitles, The Perpetuation of Residential
Racial Segregation in America: Historical Discrimination, Modern Forms of
Exclusion, and Inclusionary Remedies, 14 J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 89, 91 (1998).

128. See DAVID M. P. FREUND, COLORED PROPERTY: STATE POLICY & RACIAL
POLITICS IN SUBURBAN AMERICA (2007); Julius Menacker, Public Housing Policy and
School Segregation, 50 EDUC. L. REP. 925 (1989); Erica Frankenberg, Metropolitan
Schooling and Housing Integration, 18 J. AFFORDABLE HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEV.
L. 193 (2009); Stacy E. Seicshnaydre, The Fair Housing Choice Myth, 33 CARDOzO L.
REV. 967 (2012); David W. Price, Causation of Public Housing Segregation: HUD
Authorization of Applicant Choice in Tenant Selection and Assignment Plans, 10 B.C.
THIRD WORLD L.J. 121, 124 (1990).

129. See Camille Zubrinsky Charles, Can We Live Together? Racial Preferences and
Neighborhood Outcomes, in THE GEOGRAPHY OF OPPORTUNITY: RACE AND HOUSING
CHOICE IN METROPOLITAN AMERICA 45 (Xavier de Souza Briggs ed., 2005).

130. See generally BILL BISHOP, THE BIG SORT: WHY THE CLUSTERING OF LIKE-
MINDED AMERICA IS TEARING US APART (2008) (describing how Americans are
sorting themselves into homogenous communities).

131. See, e.g., RAKESH KOCHHAR ET AL., PEW RESEARCH CTR., TWENTY-TO-ONE:
WEALTH GAPS RISE TO RECORD HIGHS BETWEEN WHITES, BLACKS AND HISPANICS
(2011), available at http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/files/2011/07/SDT-Wealth-
Report_7-26-11_FINAL.pdf; THOMAS SHAPIRO ET AL., INST. ON ASSETS & SOC.
POLICY, THE ROOTS OF THE WIDENING RACIAL WEALTH GAP: EXPLAINING THE BLACK-
WHITE ECONOMIC DIVIDE (2013), available at http://iasp.brandeis.edu/pdfs/Author/sh
apiro-thomas-mracialwealthgapbrief.pdf.
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through group alignment within better-off neighborhoods or
school districts. Conversely, nonwhite families, with fewer
resources available to them, have significantly less autonomy in
making housing or living choices. 132 Thus, we see large instances
of housing segregation in both urban and suburban communities.
Segregated housing patterns, consequently, produce segregated
school districts and student populations.

Many white families that have remained in urban centers
have another option-private schools. Affluent households133

within urban city limits often incur the cost of educating their
children in private schools to avoid any potential shortcomings,
whether real or imagined, their local public school(s) may suffer
from. Thus, even if a city's population is fairly diverse, inner-city
schools are nonetheless principally nonwhite because more
affluent families send their children to private institutions. In
total, whether in urban or suburban communities, white students
enroll in private elementary and secondary schools in far greater
numbers than nonwhite students. 134

Yet another option parents have, ostensibly available to
many, is the charter school system. 135  Charter schools were
originally designed to combat the perceived weakening of public
schools by reforming the typical school model for one more
reflective of community values and responsive to local needs. 136

Charter schools are also argued to have greater resources and
availability of innovative teaching methods. 137  Additionally,

132. See SHAPIRO ET AL., supra note 131, at 3-4, 6; see also KOCHHAR ET AL., supra
note 131.

133. Cities are becoming increasingly bifurcated with a dwindling middle class.
See Nicole Stelle Garnett, Affordable Private Education and the Middle Class City,
77 U. CHI. L. REV. 201, 211 (2010) (noting that 'successful' cities find themselves
home to a growing upper class and a large, although slightly declining, lower class").

134. See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT

OF THE UNITED STATES: 2012, at 149 tbl.225 (131st ed. 2012), available at
http://www.census.gov/prod/201 1pubs/12statab/educ.pdf.

135. See RAY BUDDE, EDUCATION BY CHARTER: RESTRUCTURING SCHOOL
DISTRICTS: KEY TO LONG-TERM CONTINUING IMPROVEMENT IN AMERICAN
EDUCATION (1988), for the first proposal discussing the merits of charter schools and
the potential revitalization of public schools.

136. See Leland Ware & Cara Robinson, Charters, Choice, and Resegregation, 11
DEL. L. REV. 1, 2 (2009) ("Supporters claim that charters will allow community
residents to influence the nature and content of schooling in ways that democratize
the educational system ... [and] promote educational excellence through innovative
approaches to learning, curricula, and instruction.").

137. Ware & Robinson, supra note 136, at 2; cf. Tomiko Brown-Nagin, Toward a
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many charter schools set out to specifically combat educational
inequity by targeting high-risk groups. 138  Before Parents
Involved v. Seattle,"9 some state statutes explicitly mandated or
permitted charter schools to racially balance the student
population. 140 But, as legal challenges opposing racial balancing
have begun to gain traction,1 4 1 state-sponsored directives have
lost potency. Moreover, white families tend to be more successful
in acquiring competitive spots in charter schools,1 42  and
institutions typically group the successful nonwhite students into
homogenized school settings. Ultimately, charter schools fair
even worse than general public schools in ensuring racial
diversity. 143

Lastly, the availability of school vouchers, often described as
"school choice" programs, has given parents the opportunity to
look beyond the public school that would normally be assigned to
educate their child.14 4 Voucher programs reallocate funds that a

Pragmatic Understanding of Status-Consciousness: The Case of Deregulated
Education, 50 DUKE L.J. 753, 885 (2000) (arguing that charter schools have the
potential of ushering in an "educational renaissance").

138. See Maurice R. Dyson, Putting Quality Back into Equality: Rethinking the
Constitutionality of Charter School Enabling Legislation & Centric School Choice in
a Post.Grutter Era, 36 RUTGERS L.J. 1, 11 (2004) (citing COLO. REV. STAT. ANN.
§ 22-30.5-109(2)(a) (West 2001) (repealed June 3, 2004); FLA. STAT. § 228.056(6)(c)(2)
(1998) (repealed Jan. 7, 2003); 105 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/27A-8(a)(3) (2000); MO. REV.
STAT. § 160.405(2)(4) (2000) (current version at Mo. ANN. STAT. § 160.405(2)(5) (West
Supp. 2013)); N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 2852(2) (McKinney Supp. 2000); N.C. GEN. STAT.
§ 115C-238.29C(b)(iii) (2003) (repealed July 25, 2013)).

139. 551 U.S. 701 (2007).
140. See Dyson, supra note 138, at 11 (citing to CONN. GEN. STAT. § 10-66bb(c)

(1999); MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 71, § 89(f)(10) (1999) (current version at MASS. ANN.
LAWS ch. 71, § 89(e)(xiv) (LexisNexis 2013)); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 124D.10(9)(3)
(2000); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 18A:36A-8(e) (West 1999); N.C. GEN. STAT.
§ 115C-238.29F(g)(5) (2000) (current version at N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 115C-218.55
(West, Westlaw through the end of the 2014 Regular Session of the General
Assembly)); S.C. CODE ANN. § 59-40-50(B)(7) (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1998)).

141. See also Spurlock v. Metro. Gov't of Nashville, No. 3:09-CV-00756, 2012 WL
3064251, at *7 (M.D. Tenn. July 27, 2012) ("The analysis of the Parents Involved
decision made clear that it would be unconstitutional for the Task Force to consider
an individual student's race in school assignment.").

142. See also Garnett, supra note 133, at 213.
143. See Erica Frankenberg & Chungmei Lee, Charter Schools and Race: A Lost

Opportunity for Integrated Education, EDUC. POLY ANALYSIS ARCHIVES, Sept. 2003,
at 1, available at http://epaa.asu.edu/ojs/article/view/260/386.

144. Economist (and future nobel laureate) Milton Friedman is credited as the
modern proponent of school choice programs. See Milton Friedman, The Role of
Government in Education, in ECONOMICS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST (Robert A. Solo
ed., 1955).
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public school would normally receive and instead sends the
benefit to parents, 145 often in the form of a tax credit, enabling
their child to attend a local private school. 146  The rationale
behind such programs is to create a sort of open-market system
that would motivate local school districts to improve their own
programs to compete for students (and resources), or risk losing
them to private schools. 147 There are approximately thirteen
states, and the District of Columbia, that contain such
programs. 148 The success of these voucher programs is difficult to
measure. Research shows that performance indicators are
largely the same among voucher participants and those students
who remained in public schools. 149  Yet some studies show
minimal improvement in high-risk groups, while other studies
rebut those claims. 150 Thus, the actual benefits, if any, are highly
inconclusive.' What is known, however, is that the voucher

145. Public school districts typically receive a fixed amount of funding per student
enrolled. See, e.g., Background & Analysis, FED. EDUC. BUDGET PROJECT,
http://febp.newamerica.net/background-analysis/school-finance (last visited Mar. 18,
2014) (stating that "[m]any states use funding formulas that provide funding based

on the number of pupils in a district").

146. See generally PUBLIC SCHOOL CHOICE VS. PRIVATE SCHOOL VOUCHERS
(Richard D. Kahlenberg ed., 2003) (discussing the merits and limitations of school
voucher programs).

147. See Wendy F. Hensel, Vouchers for Students with Disabilities: The Future of

Special Education?, 39 J.L. & EDUC. 291, 322 (2010) (finding that the "school choice
movement is grounded in the belief that the private sector can provide educational

services to all students more effectively and efficiently than can public
institutions . . . [and] instead placing their faith in the free market system");
Suzanne Hansen, School Vouchers: The Answer to a Failing Public School System, 23
HAMLINE J. PUB. L. & POLY 73, 107 (2001) (ultimately finding that "[s]chool voucher
programs are the fairest, most effective way of dealing with the problem of failing
public schools").

148. See School Vouchers, NAT'L CONF. OF ST. LEGISLATURES,
http://www.ncsl.org/issues-research/educ/school-choice-vouchers.aspx (last visited
Jan. 11, 2013).

149. See NANCY KOBER & ALEXANDRA USHER, CTR. ON EDUC. POLICY, KEEPING
INFORMED ABOUT SCHOOL VOUCHERS: A REVIEW OF MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS AND
RESEARCH (2011) (compiling multiple voucher studies from the past decade and
providing a thorough analysis of the information gathered).

150. See id.

151. Compare Patrick J. Wolf, School Voucher Programs: What the Research Says
About Parental School Choice, 2008 BYU L. REV. 415 (noting that results of school
voucher programs are generally positive, with particular success with disadvantaged

students), and Allen M. Brabender, The Crumbling Wall and Free Competition:
Formula for Success in America's Schools, 79 N.D. L. REV. 11, 38 (2003) (arguing that
"vouchers can be an effective tool in combating the problems of America's modern
educational system"), with Steven K. Green, The Illusionary Aspect of "Private

Choice" for Constitutional Analysis, 38 WILLAMETTE L. REV. 549, 577 (2002) ("[T]he
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programs transfer the funds public schools normally receive to
private schools, potentially leaving these public schools more
vulnerable and less capable of ameliorating school deficiencies. 152

As outlined above, the resegregation of communities and
public schools has occurred in a myriad of ways. Unlike in the
past, however, there exists virtually no explicit, state-sponsored
segregation policy contributing to this segregation. Rather,
through housing movements, private school enrollment, and
school choice programs, America's schools are increasingly
becoming segregated and homogeneous. The theory behind
private choice "fits in comfortably within a trend of suburban
absolution and apartheid, wherein suburbanites have
successfully managed to reduce their responsibility for and
involvement in urban problems, particularly with regard to
schools. '"' 3  Regardless of the means, the consequences of
continued racialized schools are largely the same.15

4 In turn, we
must evaluate whether these trends are acceptable or not and,
more importantly, how to address these problems if they are
indeed considered problematic.

D. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Just as history has demonstrated before, segregated schools
are still inherently unequal.' 55  Schools that are primarily
populated by minority students receive less funding, fewer
resources, and lower quality teaching. 156  In contrast, wealthy

effect of private choice on education policy and constitutional law remains
illusionary."), and Jason S. Marks, What Wall? School Vouchers and Church-State
Separation After Zelman v. Simmons-Harris, 58 J. Mo. B. 354, 361 (2002) (arguing
that school vouchers will likely not "be the great panacea for what ails public
education in our nation").

152. Wealthier school districts generally outperform poorer ones, but debate still
exists over the potential correlation between increased funding and increased
performance. See HANNA SKANDERA & RICHARD SOUSA, SCHOOL FIGURES: THE DATA

BEHIND THE DEBATE 187-232 (2003), for an analysis of school expenditure data.
153. Jim Ryan, School Choice and the Suburbs, 14 J.L. & POL. 459, 465 (1998).
154. See John A. Powell, Living and Learning: Linking Housing and Education, 80

MINN. L. REV. 749, 752 (1996) ("Today, after a half-hearted effort at best, most urban
schools remain segregated. While the explicitly segregationist policies of the Brown
era seldom exist today, a more subtle network of social and institutional barriers
persists, working to maintain segregation in our schools and communities. The
Brown Court's observation that separate can never be equal still rings true.").

155. See supra note 91 and accompanying text.
156. See generally JONATHAN KOZOL, THE SHAME OF THE NATION: THE

RESTORATION OF APARTHEID SCHOOLING IN AMERICA (2005); MANY CHILDREN LEFT
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suburban schools are overwhelmingly filled with white students
and have access to more resources. Partly as a consequence of
recent resegregation trends, the likelihood of equal access to
quality education is slim for minority students. 15 7  Thus, it is
important to reevaluate current conditions to adequately address
any new findings.

Although judicial and legislative advancements in the
twentieth century had unprecedented value in closing the
"achievement gap"158 and racial disparities in general, the current
status of educational inequality is nonetheless demonstrably
evident. Standardized test scores, through the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) and the ACT, have shown little change in
racial performance inequalities. For black SAT test takers, the
average combined score in the 1986-1987 school year was 839.159
Mexican-Americans had an average combined score of 912, and
white students scored an average of 1038.160 Over two decades
later, for the 2010-2011 school year, the average combined score
for black students was 855, 917 for Mexican-Americans, and 1063
for white students. 161 ACT testing trends show similar
disparities. In 1997, black students scored an average composite
score of 1.7.1, Mexican-Americans at 18.8, and white students at
21.7.162 In the most recent graduating class where data is

BEHIND: HOW THE NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND ACT is DAMAGING OUR CHILDREN AND

OUR SCHOOLS (Deborah Meier & George Wood eds., 2004).

157. ORFIELD, supra note 80, at 48 ("[O]ur schools remain largely segregated and
are becoming more so. Segregated schools are still highly unequal. Segregation by
race relates to segregation by poverty and to many forms of educational inequality
for African American and Latino students; few whites experience impoverished
schools.").

158. The "achievement gap" is a general term used to denote significant disparate
performance by a group of individuals based on a characteristic such as race, gender,
or socioeconomic status. Underperformance is typically evaluated through test
scores, graduation rates, and other objective data. See generally A. WADE BOYKIN &
PEDRO NOGUERA, CREATING THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN: MOVING FROM RESEARCH
TO PRACTICE TO CLOSE THE ACHIEVEMENT GAP (2011) (presenting a comprehensive
review of the achievement gap through empirical research and available data).

159. NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, DIGEST OF EDUCATION STATISTICS 2011, at
221 tbl.153 (2012), available at http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2012/2012001.pdf.

160. Id.
161. Id. Note that the SAT test incorporated a new written component for the

2005-2006 school year, thus the comparative data analysis between these years
include only the reading and math scores.

162. The 1997 ACT High School Profile Report-National Normative Data: Table
5: Average Racial/Ethnic Group Scores by Level of Academic Preparation, ACT,
http://www.act.org/newsroom/data/1997/t5-6-7.html (last visited Jan. 25, 2015).
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available for high school ACT test takers, black students scored
an average composite score of 17.0, Hispanics 163 at 18.9, and
white students at 22.4.64 At best, the college entrance exam data
suggest that racial disparities in standardized testing
performance have remained stagnant. At worst, the evidence
suggests that the gap is slowly increasing when scores between
whites and nonwhites were closer in the 1970s and '80s than they
are now. 16

5

In addition to the racial disparities found in standardized
testing performance for college-bound high school students, other
performance indicators for elementary and secondary students
demonstrate similar trends. Recent data released by the
Department of Education, for the year of 2008, reveals that
reading and math scores still show performance disparities
between white and nonwhite students at all age levels.
Interestingly, the reading proficiency gaps between whites and
nonwhites increase as children get older. For nine-year-old black
students, there is a 24-point reading deficiency gap when
compared to white students. 6 6  By age seventeen, the gap
increases to 29 points. 167 For Hispanic students, the reading gap
at the age of nine is 21 points. 168 This gap increases to 26 points
by age seventeen. 16 9  For math, the performance gap between
black and white students remained the same between the ages of
nine and seventeen at 26 points. 170 Hispanic students trailed

163. The term "Hispanic" is now a more commonly used term to describe nonwhite
students with a Spanish speaking background or ethnicity. Some early data did not
utilize this broad term, so this Article matches the term used by a given data set for
accuracy.

164. ACT, THE CONDITION OF COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS 18

(2012), available at http://media.act.org/documents/CCCR12-
NationalReadinessRpt.pdf?_ga=1. 195330351.268868932.1422222178.

165. See BLACK AMERICANS: A STATISTICAL SOURCEBOOK 106 (Louise L. Hornor
ed., 2000); NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, DIGEST OF EDUCATION STATISTICS

2002, at 154 tbl.133 (2003), available at http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2003/2003060.pdf;
The Widening Racial Scoring Gap on the SAT College Admissions Test, J. BLACKS
HIGHER EDUC., http://www.jbhe.com/features/49_college admissions-test.html (last
visited Nov. 13, 2012).

166. NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, THE NATION'S REPORT CARD: NAEP 2008

TRENDS IN ACADEMIC PROGRESS 14 (2009) [hereinafter NATION'S REPORT CARD],
available at http://nationsreportcard.gov/ltt 2008/ltt0001.asp.

167. Id. at 15.
168. Id. at 16.
169. Id. at 17.
170. Id. at 34-35.
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white students by 16 points at the age of nine and 21 points at
age seventeen. 171

Additionally, other common indicators point to
disproportionate rates of educational success between whites and
nonwhites. High school dropout rates most significantly impact
the Hispanic and black communities. 172 Over 15% of Hispanic
students, and 8% of black students, dropped out in 2010.171

White students had a dropout rate of just 5%. 174 Most

staggeringly, the overall on-time graduation rates for white
students and nonwhite students show an alarming divide.
Recent data shows that white students graduated on time at an
82% rate.175 Hispanic students graduated on time at a 65.9% rate
and black students at a 63.5% rate. 176

The overwhelming evidence in educational data points to
learning and performance gaps between racial and ethnic groups
at all levels of instruction. These gaps negatively impact higher
education success and overall productivity in the adult labor and
market forces. The reasons for these learning gaps and lingering
racial disparities are numerous and greatly contested. The fact
remains, however , that black and Hispanic youth continue to lack
access to adequate schooling, academic rigor, and the resources
necessary to perform well in the education market. This is
arguably felt most significantly when it comes time for minority
students to apply to colleges and universities. Even before they
are considered for admission, minority students will have a much
higher likelihood of being disadvantaged through a long history of
inadequate schooling, funding, and access to resources.

171. NATION'S REPORT CARD, supra note 166, at 36-37.
172. See generally ROBERT BALFANZ & NETTIE LEGTERS, CTR. FOR SOC. ORG. OF

SCH., How MANY CENTRAL CITY HIGH SCHOOLS HAVE A SEVERE DROPOUT PROBLEM,

WHERE ARE THEY LOCATED, AND WHO ATTENDS THEM? (2001), available at

http://civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/research/k-12-education/school-dropouts/how-many-
central-city-high-schools-have-a-severe-dropout-problem-where-are-they-located-and-
who-attends-them-initial-estimates-using-the-common-core-of-databalfanz-central-
high-schools-2001.pdf.

173. SUSAN AUD ET AL., NAT'L CTR. FOR EDUC. STATISTICS, THE CONDITION OF

EDUCATION 2012, at 82 (2012), available at http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2012/2012045.pdf.

174. Id.

175. ROBERT BALFANZ ET AL., BUILDING A GRAD NATION: PROGRESS AND

CHALLENGE IN ENDING THE HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUT EPIDEMIC, ANNUAL UPDATE

2012, at 87 (2012), available at http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED530320.pdf.

176. Id.
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III. MODERN JUDICIAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. THE WEAKENING REMEDIAL POWERS OF THE COURTS

Despite past improvements in desegregation efforts, the
American idealism that advocates for a diverse and equitable
learning environment is failing. Supreme Court decisions have
arguably been a critical impetus in contributing to the
resegregation 177 of our public schools since 1980.178 Although the
political process is certainly an avenue to address these trends,
the political will of those most harmed by resegregation, namely
black and Hispanic communities, has historically lacked the
power and societal influence 179 to mount an effective campaign
against resegregation. This is particularly true given that many
communities are pushing back against integration efforts and
that minority groups face other social battles at the same time. 180

And even when local school communities address segregation
issues through political means, the courts have been active in
tempering those efforts. The Brown decision, in a broad sense,
aimed to remedy segregation. The significant difference between
then and now is that past de jure segregation has been replaced
by de facto segregation. And, as has been shown, this sort of
segregation is significantly more difficult to ameliorate. 18' But,
more importantly, the negative effects of segregation are
substantially similar, regardless of its modal development.

177. See infra Part III.C.
178. See Erwin Chemerinsky, The Segregation and Resegregation of American

Public Education: The Courts'Role, 81 N.C. L. REV. 1597, 1600 (2003) (arguing that
the "Supreme Court decisions over the last thirty years have substantially
contributed to the resegregation" trend in the American public school system).

179. Id. ("Desegregation will not occur without judicial action; desegregation lacks
sufficient national and local political support for elected officials to remedy the
problem. Specifically, African American and Latinos lack adequate political power to
achieve desegregation through the political process.").

180. For example, recent political developments suggest that the Hispanic
community is focused on issues like healthcare, unemployment, and immigration
policies. See Lydia Saad, Hispanic Voters Put Other Issues Before Immigration,

GALLUP (June 25, 2012), http://www.gallup.com/poll/155327/hispanic-voters-put-
issues-immigration.aspx. Similarly, black voters may be pushing for more social and
economic programs at the national level. See Freeway Rick Ross & Antonio Moore,
How African-Americans Shaped the Reelection of Barack Obama and What Happens
Next, HUFFINGTON POST (Nov. 7, 2012, 3:07 AM),
http://www.huffmgtonpost.com/rick-ross/black-voters-obama-2012b_2086538.html.

181. See infra Part III.C.
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In Milliken v. Bradley,18 2 Justice Thurgood Marshall, the
legal advocate who prevailed in Brown, lamented the Court's
refusal to adequately address segregation into the future.
Milliken involved a class action suit against the Detroit public
school system for alleged illegal racial segregation. Although the
segregation of black and white students in that system was
undeniable, the Court held that a multidistrict remedy, when
only a single district legally mandated segregation, was improper
without proof that the other districts actively fostered segregation
as well.,1 3 To the Court, only those districts that had explicit
segregation policies were subject to judicial relief. In his dissent,
Justice Marshall argued that "[o]ur nation, I fear, will be ill
served by the Court's refusal to remedy separate and unequal
education, for unless our children begin to learn together, there is
little hope that our people will ever learn to live together."' 18 4

This decision came shortly after the Court ruled in San Antonio
Independent School District v. Rodriguez that education was not a
fundamental right. 185 This was determined despite the
undeniable link between education and the exercise of other
enumerated constitutional rights, such as the freedom of speech
or voting.'l 6 The Court later affirmed this rationale in Plyler v.
Doe, stating that "[p]ublic education is not a 'right' granted to
individuals by the Constitution."18 7  Thus, cases like Milliken,

182. 418 U.S. 717 (1974).

183. Id. at 752-53.
184. Id. at 783 (Marshall, J., dissenting).

185. San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 35 (1973) (speaking
for the majority, Justice Powell proclaimed that "[e]ducation, of course, is not among
the rights afforded explicit protection under our Federal Constitution. Nor do we
find any basis for saying it is implicitly so protected').

186. Chemerinsky, supra note 178, at 1612 ("Although education obviously is
inextricably linked to the exercise of constitutional rights such as freedom of speech
and voting, the Court nonetheless decided that education, itself, is not fundamental
right."); see also Timothy D. Lynch, Education as a Fundamental Right: Challenging
the Supreme Court's Jurisprudence, 26 HOFSTRA L. REV. 953, 1000-01 (1998) (finding
that the Supreme Court's "refusal to recognize education as a fundamental right has
left many of the nation's poorest children in the hands of states that for the most part
have failed to effectively remedy the low levels of education these students are
receiving'); Michael Salerno, Reading is Fundamental: Why the No Child Left Behind
Act Necessitates Recognition of a Fundamental Right to Education, 5 CARDOZO PUB.
L. POL'Y & ETHICS J. 509, 540 (2007) (noting that "both the American and global
landscapes have evolved to a point where the absence of an adequate education
would leave citizens floundering to reap the benefits of society").

187. Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 221 (1982).
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Rodriguez, and Plyler18 8 marked the Court's reticence to tackle
segregation (and educational rights generally) in meaningful
ways outside the most egregious and obvious illegal acts by school
districts and communities. These post-Brown cases signaled the
courts' weakening power to use remedial action in addressing
educational diversity problems.

B. THE GRUTTER RATIONALE

After Brown, many viewed the Supreme Court as a protector
of civil rights. And, when coupled with the victories achieved in
the Civil Rights Movement, many saw the Court as particularly
sympathetic toward black equal protection rights. 18 9 Dismantling
government-sanctioned segregation in our nation's schools
eventually found acceptance and reverence. The next step the
federal government undertook, in all branches, was figuring out
just how to remedy past discrimination practices.

President John F. Kennedy took one of the most crucial, and
visible, strides in not only ending discrimination, but in actively
seeking to promote minority advancement. 190 Executive Order
10925 instructed government contractors to take "affirmative
action" steps ensuring that employers implemented
antidiscrimination policies in hiring practices. 191 Today, most
practices that target any sort of minority recruitment fall under
the general umbrella of the "affirmative action" language that
President Kennedy coined. One important distinction that must
be drawn, however, is remedial versus nonremedial affirmative
action steps. The most obvious example of remedial affirmative
action is Brown and its progeny. 192 Brown's progeny aimed to fix,

188. Although Plyler dealt with the exclusion of undocumented immigrants in
Texas, the Court nonetheless reaffirmed that education was not a fundamental right
for citizens and noncitizens alike.

189. See Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241 (prohibiting
discrimination in employment hiring and public accommodations); Civil Rights Act of
1968, Pub. L. No. 90-284, 82 Stat. 73 (banning discrimination in the renting and
selling of homes); Voting Rights Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-110, 79 Stat. 437
(outlawing discriminatory voting schemes and establishing federal oversight of state
elections).

190. See Exec. Order No. 10,925, 26 Fed. Reg. 1977 (Mar. 6, 1961).
191. Id. § 301(1) (ordering contractors to take "affirmative action [steps] to ensure

that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during employment,
without regard to their race, creed, color, or national origin").

192. For prominent cases applying the Brown mandate, see Griffin v. Cnty. Sch.
Bd., 377 U.S. 218 (1964); Alexander v. Holmes Cnty. Bd. of Educ., 396 U.S. 1218
(1969); Lee v. Johnson, 404 U.S 1215 (1971).
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or at least compensate for, past discrimination by ordering
remedies such as bussing and racial quotas. 193  Nonremedial
affirmative action steps aim to accomplish an independent
diversity objective that is unrelated to specific, past
discrimination. 194 The primary debate facing us today falls under
the realm of nonremedial actions that aim to fulfill an
independent diversity interest, usually seen in educational
contexts. And with this, the Supreme Court, as well as the
general population, has struggled to sustain a diversity-minded
ethos without implementing a means that offends other values,
like fairness, or laws, like the Equal Protection Clause. 195

The Court first addressed nonremedial affirmative action in
the realm of higher education in Regents of the University of
California v. Bakke. 9 6  There, a rejected applicant to medical
school challenged an admissions scheme that maintained a racial
quota-a program that reserved sixteen (out of 100) spots for
minority students.' 97 The Court struck down this program as
constitutionally impermissible because it failed to narrowly tailor
its policies to the stated interest of student diversity.' 98

Specifically, the court noted that there were alternative means to
reach a similar result. Though Justice Powell, in writing the
plurality opinion, applied strict scrutiny, Justice Brennan (with
three other justices) would have applied intermediate scrutiny. 199

193. See, e.g., Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Ed., 402 U.S. 1 (1971)
(accepting the use of bussing and racial quotas to fulfill Brown's desegregation
order); Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448 (1980) (affirming legislation that required
10% of federal funding be granted to minority-owned businesses).

194. Though, of course, an independent diversity rationale can arguably be said to
combat the lingering effects of past, generalized discrimination.

195. The jurisprudential differences between remedial and nonremedial cases are
quite clear. Compare Int'l Bhd. of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324 (1977)
(ordering remedial relief for employment discrimination), and Fullilove v. Klutznick,
448 U.S. 448 (1980) (approving a remedial program in public contracting), with Gratz
v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244, 257 (2003) (rejecting a remedial rationale for past
discrimination against minorities), and Ricci v. DeStefano, 557 U.S. 557, 585-93
(2009) (holding that there was no strong basis in evidence for the government's ex
ante remedy against disparate impact liability).

196. 438 U.S. 265 (1978).
197. Id. at 265-66.
198. Id. at 315.
199. This opinion was highly fractured. There existed two plurality opinions, each

of which partly agreed with Justice Powell's opinion. Some serious doubt was placed
on whether Powell's opinion was in fact controlling, as well as what level of scrutiny
should be applied to such cases. Compare Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438
U.S. 265, 309 (1978) (applying strict scrutiny), with id. at 358-61 (Brennan, White,
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Powell nonetheless seemed to agree with four other justices on
one important point: that race could be used as a criterion in the
right circumstances. 20 0  Despite this ruling, however, much
confusion surrounded two important issues: the level of scrutiny
applicable to these cases and whether or not (and to what extent)
using race was ever permissible.

The Supreme Court waited twenty-five years to settle these
two issues. In Grutter v. Bollinger,2 °1 white applicants who had
been denied admission into the University of Michigan's Law
School argued that the admissions criteria used to deny them
admission violated the Equal Protection Clause.2 °2  The Law
School employed an affirmative action policy that sought to reach
a "critical mass" of minority students by considering race, among
a myriad of factors, in its selection criteria.2 °3 Writing for the
majority, Justice O'Connor found the University's interest in a
racially diverse law school class was in fact a compelling one,
stating that such "benefits are not theoretical but real, as major
American businesses have made clear that the skills needed in
today's increasingly global marketplace can only be developed
through exposure to widely diverse people, cultures, ideas, and
viewpoints."2 °4  Ultimately, the majority confirmed Justice
Powell's earlier finding that there do exist circumstances in which
race can be a factor in admissions decisions. 2 5 The majority also
found that governmental use of race could survive strict scrutiny
in the absence of remedying past, specific discrimination. °6

Marshall, and Blackmun, JJ., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in
part) (applying intermediate scrutiny). However, the Court revisited this in 2003 to
settle the issue. See infra notes 201-208 and accompanying text.

200. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 320 (1978) (holding that
"enjoining petitioner from ever considering the race of any applicant, however, the
courts below failed to recognize that the State has a substantial interest that
legitimately may be served by a properly devised admissions program involving the
competitive consideration of race and ethnic origin. For this reason, so much of the
California court's judgment as enjoins petitioner from any consideration of the race of
any applicant must be reversed." (emphasis added)).

201. 539 U.S. 306 (2003).
202. Id. at 311-17.
203. Id. at 316.
204. Id. at 330.
205. Id. at 325 (stating that "today we endorse Justice Powell's view that student

body diversity is a compelling state interest that can justify the use of race in
university admissions").

206. Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 328 (2003).

[Vol. 60
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The Grutter rationale, fleshing out what Bakke did not,2 7

seemed to tie many jurisprudential loose ends together. Though
strict scrutiny would apply to the governmental use of race, it
could nonetheless survive the test if narrowly tailored. Further,
this would apply to nonremedial uses of affirmative action. The
Court in Grutter cited Brown, finding the same rationale of the
importance of education.20 8 Consequently, it seemed fairly safe to
infer that school districts could also have a compelling interest in
attaining a diverse student body. Although the courts have been
generally sympathetic to remedial actions, particularly in specific
instances of state-sponsored discrimination, the issue of
nonremedial uses of race in public schools was never squarely
addressed until 2007.209

C. PARENTS INVOLVED V. SEATTLE SCHOOL DISTRICT

The desegregation advancement in the 1970s and 1980s
seemed to have reached a zenith in the late 1980s when schools
were the least segregated.210 In the early 1990s, the Supreme
Court began actively ending segregation orders.211  The Court
concluded that many school districts had achieved unitary status,
which consequently cut off the judicial oversight cnsuring
permanent desegregation. Lower courts followed suit and began
regularly ending desegregation orders,212 which predictably
coincided with the resegregation of schools seen in the latest data.
Judge Posner of the Seventh Circuit, in granting unitary status to
a school district, declared that "[t]he board has no legal duty to
remove those vestiges of societal discrimination for which it is not

207. Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 325 (2003) ("In the wake of our fractured
decision in Bakke, courts have struggled to discern whether Justice Powell's diversity
rationale, set forth in part of the opinion joined by no other Justice, is nonetheless
binding precedent ... ").

208. Id. at 331 ("This Court has long recognized that 'education . . . is the very
foundation of good citizenship."' (quoting Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 493
(1954))).

209. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701
(2007).

210. See discussion supra Part II.
211. See Bd. of Educ. v. Dowell, 498 U.S. 237 (1991); Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S.

467 (1992); Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70 (1995).
212. See, e.g., Coalition to Save Our Children v. State Bd. of Educ., 90 F.3d 752 (3d

Cir. 1996); Manning ex rel. Manning v. Sch. Bd. of Hillsborough Cnty., 244 F.3d 927
(11th Cir. 2001); Belk v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 269 F.3d 305 (4th Cir.
2001).
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responsible. 213  Thus, even though recognizing the vast
educational disparities between black and white students in the
school district, Judge Posner saw no federal duty in addressing
those concerns. Instead, he argued that other factors, like
parental attitudes, poverty, and ethnic culture were to blame for
educational disparities; thus, those disparities were beyond the
school's responsibility to remedy.214 This sort of attitude
permeated education cases across the country as more and more
school districts were no longer subject to judicial oversight even
in remedial cases.21 5 This development, however, also affected
school districts that actively and voluntarily took on efforts to
integrate their own community schools.

In Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School
District, a divided Supreme Court struck down the Seattle school
district's program that attempted to achieve a level of racial
balance consistent with its population.21 6 Unlike historically
segregated schools, the Seattle school district voluntarily
implemented a school choice program that took race into account
when assigning students to certain schools, in the form of
tiebreakers whenever a specific school was oversubscribed with a
particular race. 21' The overarching goal of the program was to
have racially balanced schools; therefore, the program gave
admission preference to students of a race that needed to be
increased to achieve that balance. If a particular school was
underserving a specific population, regardless of which one, that
group was given an enrollment preference over the other groups
that were already overrepresented.

Chief Justice Roberts wrote the plurality opinion striking
down the school district's plan, with Justice Kennedy tempering
some of its force by dissenting in part.218 Justice Kennedy's vote
was once again crucial here, 219 as he was unwilling to go as far as

213. People Who Care v. Rockford Bd. of Educ., 246 F.3d 1073, 1076 (7th Cir.
2001).

214. Id. at 1076-77.
215. See, e.g., Bd. of Educ. v. Dowell, 498 U.S. 237 (1991); NAACP v. Duval Cnty.

Sch., 273 F.3d 960 (11th Cir. 2001); Riddick v. School Bd., 784 F.2d 521, 543 (4th Cir.
1986); Hoots v. Pennsylvania, 118 F. Supp. 2d 577 (W.D. Pa. 2000).

216. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701
(2007).

217. Id. at 702.
218. Id. at 708, 782-83.
219. See Adam Liptak, Roberts Court Shifts Right, Tipped by Kennedy, N.Y. TIMES,
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the plurality did in interpreting the Equal Protection Clause.22 °

Kennedy left open the possibility that an admissions policy can
take race into account in certain situations. 221 But strikingly, he
squarely addressed Chief Justice Roberts' simplistic tenet that
race should never be a consideration 222 as "not sufficient to decide
these cases [and that] [f]ifty years of experience since [Brown]
should teach us that the problem before us defies so easy a
solution. 223  Justice Kennedy further explained that schools
should not simply ignore de facto segregation because there is no
constitutional mandate requiring them to ignore the issue.224

Nonetheless the plurality in Seattle pushed a colorblind
idealism that overlooks the realities facing students subject to
resegregation by nonstate actors.225 Chief Justice Roberts even
used Brown to buttress his point that race should never be
considered, stating that "schoolchildren were told where they
could and could not go to school based on the color of their skin.
The school districts in these cases have not carried the heavy
burden of demonstrating that we should allow this once again-
even for very different reasons. 226 In a vigorous dissent, Justice

July 1, 2009, at Al (discussing Justice Kennedy's consistent fifth vote to join the
majority in most cases).

220. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 782
(2007) (Kennedy, J., concurring) ("My views do not allow me to join the balance of the
opinion by The Chief Justice, which seems to me to be inconsistent in both its
approach and its implications with the history, meaning, and reach of the Equal
Protection Clause.").

221. Id. at 787 (arguing that the plurality's opinion "imply an all-too-unyielding
insistence that race cannot be a factor in instances when, in my view, it may be
taken into account").

222. See supra note 10 and accompanying text.
223. Parents Involved, 551 U.S. at 788 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
224. Id. (stating that "[t]o the extent the plurality opinion suggests the

Constitution mandates that state and local school authorities must accept the status
quo of racial isolation in schools, it is, in my view, profoundly mistaken" (emphasis
added)).

225. See Scutari, supra note 79, at 938-39 (arguing the plurality "assume[d] that
the Equal Protection Clause incorporates no descriptive moral standard to inform the
prescriptive rule of anticlassification. The plurality thus refuses to acknowledge that
de facto segregation inflicts an asymmetrical injury by reframing racial integration
as 'racial balancing,' which implies that the state is acting in its own interest rather
than in the interests of those students injured by racial isolation.").

226. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 747
(2007). Justice Roberts further explains that "[flor schools that never segregated on
the basis of race, such as Seattle, or that have removed the vestiges of past
segregation, such as Jefferson County, the way 'to achieve a system of determining
admission to the public schools [should be] on a nonracial basis."' Id. at 747-48
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Stevens found this logic to be a "cruel irony" and claimed that the
Chief Justice "rewrites the history" of Brown.227

By striking down the Seattle program, the Supreme Court
thus "treated the use of race to integrate schools as functionally
equivalent to the use of race to segregate them. 228 An extension
of the plurality's logic suggests that if racial segregation occurs
naturally, or through otherwise legal means, school districts may
not voluntarily attempt to ameliorate the de facto segregation.
Thus, the Court's directive, by striking down an arguably
reasonable and nondiscriminatory program, seems to suggest
that segregation may be fixed through only race-neutral means.
What exactly would such a program entail? The Court already
deemed school integration, and supposedly upheld it in Seattle, to
be a compelling state interest. Unlike Grutter, which was
bolstered by Brown's diversity rationale in accepting diverse
student populations as a compelling state interest, the same
justification was insufficient in the elementary school setting.229

The diversity rationale somehow failed the narrow tailoring
requirement of strict scrutiny, despite the fact that the calculus
used to achieve its racially balanced schools cut both ways,
regardless of whether a school was over- or under-subscribed to a
given group. It appears that the Court has cornered integration
efforts into an impossible position. 23o

IV. THE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE DIVERSITY
RATIONALE

A. POPULAR DEMAND

By all accounts the diversity rationale-finding diverse
student populations as a compelling state interest-behind
modern education jurisprudence remains a strong value among
both legal and nonlegal actors. Just as Brown and Grutter

(quoting Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 349 U.S. 294, 300-01 (1955)).
227. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 798

(Stevens, J., dissenting).
228. Derek W. Black, Education's Elusive Future, Storied Past, and the

Fundamental Inequities Between, 46 GA. L. REV. 557, 565-66 (2012).
229. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701,

725-26 (2007).
230. See Jamie Gullen, Colorblind Education Reform: How Race-Neutral Policies

Perpetuate Segregation and Why Voluntary Integration Should Be Put Back on the
Reform Agenda, 15 U. PA. J.L. & SOC. CHANGE 251 (2012) (arguing that the race-
neutral approach to education reform is problematic).

[Vol. 60
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explicitly supported the notion that diverse student populations
and school environments benefit all students and the nation as a
whole,231  more recent Supreme Court cases confirm that
educational objectives, including racial and ethnic diversity, are a
compelling state interest. This diversity rationale seems to have
overtaken, or at least overshadowed, other concerns and
objectives that more diverse schools can effectively address.
Beyond the attractive rhetoric that the diversity rationale
invokes, more diverse schools arguably increase access to a
quality education by distributing educational resources
uniformly. Diverse schools create a more fundamentally fair and
just system than segregated schools do.232 This, of course,
benefits minority students the most because they are most at risk
to receive inadequate schooling when school populations remain
segregated.

Importantly, the electorate still places a high value on the
diversity rationale. To many, this rationale is an extension of the
omnipresent value that education as a whole brings-affording
the training and social development of the future citizenry.
Notions of equality, another bedrock American principle, extend
to the education context and diversity is viewed as a proxy for
egalitarian progress. The Pew Research Center 233 has compiled
vast amounts of data over the past several decades that chronicle
the attitudes Americans have toward affirmative action policies.
In general, the vast majority of Americans support affirmative
action. The latest polling year, in 2007, shows that 70% of
individuals support affirmative action programs.234 In fact, this
number has increased by 12% since polling began asking this
specific question in 1995.235 Interestingly, when pollsters asked

231. See, e.g., Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 325 (2003).

232. "Separate, but equal" is not only unconstitutional in the educational context,
but it is also bad social policy for improving educational institutions and the
accessibility of good schooling for all students.

233. See About Pew Research Center, PEW RES. CENTER,
http://www.pewresearch.org/about/ Oast visited Jan. 26, 2015) ("Pew Research
Center is a nonpartisan fact tank that informs the public about the issues, attitudes
and trends shaping America and the world. [It] conduct[s] public opinion polling,
demographic research, media content analysis and other data-driven social science
research. [Pew Research does] not take policy positions.").

234. Public Backs Affirmative Action, But Not Minority Preferences, PEW RES.
CENTER (June 2, 2009), http://www.pewresearch.org/2009/06/02/public-backs-
affirmative-action-but-not- minority-preferences/.

235. Id. ("Support for affirmative action programs had increased substantially
from the mid-1990s; in August 1995, 58% favored affirmative action programs while
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whether individuals favored minority "preferential treatment,"
the majority of respondents did not support it. 23 6  Thus, there
appears to be a disconnect, or at least a gray area, within the
majority of individuals that favor affirmative action policies but
nonetheless disfavor preferential treatment for minorities.
Perhaps part of the divide is semantic, but maybe there is some
truth behind the data concerning these two similar but distinct
concepts. Favoring affirmative action policies-which generally
seek to increase diversity in school populations-supports the
widely accepted diversity rationale. But, many of these same
individuals concurrently believe that "preferential treatment"
goes too far, creating a sort of limit on how far one's diversity
rational conviction goes. It seems likely that individuals believe,
or at least hope, that the former can be had without the latter. If
increasing diversity numbers and minority representation in
educational institutions were possible without preferential
treatment or other crude mechanisms,237 we would not find
ourselves caught in between actualizing the goals behind the
diversity rationale and carefully balancing other principles like
fairness and equity in achieving it.

Like the general population, courts seem to be stuck
somewhere within this gray area. Courts have repeatedly held
that a diversity objective is a compelling state interest. Yet
courts also have become increasingly reticent to sanction
educational admission schemes that seem like preferential
treatment rather than part of a more holistic approach. Whether
or not the admissions standards at issue in Fisher ultimately
prevail on remand,2 38 it does serve as an impetus for schools and

36% were opposed.").

236. Public Backs Affirmative Action, But Not Minority Preferences, PEW RES.
CENTER (June 2, 2009), http://www.pewresearch.org/2009/06/02/public-backs-
affirmative-action-but-not-minority-preferences/.

237. The term "crude" here is used to describe admissions mechanisms that solely
(and automatically) benefit racial groups without regard to any other factors.
Implementation of strict quotas, a blunt method used to achieve predetermined
results, is the quintessential example of such a scheme.

238. On remand, the three-judge panel re-affirmed the Fifth Circuit's earlier
position, stating:

[T]he backdrop of our efforts here includes the reality that accepting as
permissible policies whose purpose is to achieve a desired racial effect taxes the
line between quotas and holistic use of race towards a critical mass. We have
hewed this line here, persuaded by UT Austin from this record of its necessary
use of race in a holistic process and the want of workable alternatives that would
not require even greater use of race, faithful to the content given to it by the
Supreme Court.
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communities to search for potential alternatives that reach
diversity objectives without the use of racial preferences. Finding
effective alternatives to supplement holistic admissions standards
would increase the likelihood of obtaining court approval and
broad public support for a given program. I discuss some
potential alternatives below, 239 but it is critical to remind
ourselves that broad-based support for some form of affirmative
action policies is politically sustainable and responsive to the
demands of the electorate.

B. ALTERNATIVES TO CURRENT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
POLICIES

1. SOCIOECONOMIC-BASED CRITERIA

Educational institutions have been increasingly using a
student's socioeconomic background as a means to increase school
diversity populations. Some of these institutions actively seek
applicants from lower-privileged households. This approach
typically translates into an increase in minority enrollment
because many lower-privileged students would not otherwise
apply to post-secondary institutions. Racial and ethnic minorities
disproportionately comprise higher numbers of these lower-
privileged households. Thus, this method can be an effective way
to increase racial minority recruitment as nearly 75% of students
in the most selective colleges come from the absolute highest tax
bracket.240 Moreover, there is a greater discrepancy between the
wealthiest and poorest students in terms of overall SAT
performance. There is a 78-point difference based on the highest
and lowest income brackets, versus a 54-point difference between
white students and nonwhite students. 241 Thus, socioeconomic-
based criteria can capture the neediest students without giving
any preference to a specific racial or ethnic minority.
Additionally, this more inclusive method captures white students
that are indeed disadvantaged and come from families of lesser

Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 758 F.3d 633, 660 (5th Cir. 2014).

239. See infra Part IV.B.
240. See generally Anthony P. Carnevale & Stephen J. Rose, Socioeconomic Status,

Race/Ethnicity, and Selective College Admissions, in AMERICA'S UNTAPPED
RESOURCE: LOW-INCOME STUDENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION 101 (Richard D.
Kahlenberg ed., 2004).

241. Of course, many of the same students overlap between both categories. But,
by looking at just economic criteria, students of all backgrounds can be captured
without the need for using race-based factors.
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means.

Similar to socioeconomic-based criteria is the "hardship"
factor. Many colleges and universities invite students to write
about any significant hardships they may have faced throughout
their lives and how they overcame such challenges.242 These
broad admissions essay questions aim to capture a more specific
and nuanced story than just an income bracket or ethnic
background can provide. This method, however, has the potential
to be both over- and under-inclusive. The notion of hardship can
be both too general and too relative-admissions officers may not
capture students that would not otherwise be admitted.
Conversely, students who have experienced hardships or other
disadvantages might not choose to write about their experiences
because it is either normalized or they are unwilling to do so.
Underrepresented students are also the least likely to receive
guidance in the admissions process and may not understand how
to best represent themselves and take advantage of such essay
opportunities. 

243

In all, implementing socioeconomic-based criteria in
admissions programs seems promising in attracting and
admitting underrepresented students. This method does not,
however, address other institutional barriers that severely limit
disadvantaged students from enrolling and ultimately becoming
successful students. A very significant factor for working-class
students is the affordability of attending educational institutions.
Although need-based scholarships and grants certainly help to
alleviate the financial burden, these sources do not adequately
help otherwise qualified students to pay expensive higher

242. See, e.g., The Personal Statement, UCLA UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION,
http://www.admissions.ucla.edu/prospect/perstmt.htm (last visited Jan. 26, 2015)
("The most compelling personal statements often include discussion of ... [a]ny
unusual circumstances, challenges, or hardships you have faced and the ways in
which you have overcome or responded to them."); The Personal Statement,
BERKELEY UNIV. CALIF., http://admissions.berkeley.edu/personalstatement (last
visited Jan. 26, 2015) ("What we look for: ... Any unusual circumstances or
hardships you have faced and the ways in which you have overcome or responded to
them."); Apply Texas Sample Application, APPLY TEXAS, https://www.applytexas.org/
adappc/html/previewl3/frs essay.html (last updated Apr. 13, 2012) ("You might
include exceptional hardships, challenges, or opportunities that have shaped or
impacted your abilities or academic credentials ... ").

243. See JOEL H. VARGAS, EDUC. RES. INST., COLLEGE KNOWLEDGE: ADDRESSING
INFORMATION BARRIERS TO COLLEGE (2004), available at http://www.usc.edu/dept/ch
epa/HRYANG/publications/128.pdf (finding that minorities and low-income students
receive minimal college-guidance counseling).

770 [Vol. 60
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education costs.

Moreover, higher education institutions often have little to
no support systems that keep underrepresented students once
inside an institution's doors. These students not only need
additional support, but oftentimes they need different kinds of
support. Nonacademic indicia (i.e., not GPA or test scores) are
the most significant factors in predicting the chances a student
will stay in college and graduate.24 4 Ultimately, these support
systems should translate into more degrees. Cookie-cutter
academic programs do not address the unique needs of
underrepresented students; thus, educational institutions should
invest more funds and support behind programs that aim to
address those needs.245

2. OVERHAUL STANDARDIZED TESTING REQUIREMENTS

For generations, students have viewed standardized tests as
a bane. 246 College and graduate admission tests were once lauded
as so-called "objective" measuring tools to determine aptitude or
as a reliable indicator of future academic performance. Now,
these tests have been demystified and no longer carry the same
value once attributed to them.247 Further, wealth is a top factor
for predicting how successful a student will perform on
standardized tests.248 In turn, higher test scores equal higher

244. See VERONICA A. LOTKOWSKI ET AL., THE ROLE OF ACADEMIC AND NON-
ACADEMIC FACTORS IN IMPROVING COLLEGE RETENTION: ACT POLICY REPORT 7 tbl.2
(2004), available at http://www.act.org/researchlpolicymakers/pdf/college-retention.p
df.

245. For example, minority students drop out of college at a higher rate than
nonminority students. Schools can offer targeted academic and social support to
combat this problem. See Alan Seidman, Minority Student Retention: Resources for
Practitioners, NEW DIRECTIONS FOR INST. RES., Spring 2005, at 7, available at
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ir.136/epdf (providing an overview of the
main research findings concerning minority retention and graduation rates); cf.
EXEC. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, INCREASING COLLEGE OPPORTUNITY FOR Low-
INCOME STUDENTS: PROMISING MODELS AND A CALL TO ACTION (2014), available

at http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/white-house-report-on-increasi
ng-college-opportunity-forlow-income students_- 1-16-2014_final.pdf
(recommending strategies to promote college success among low-income students).

246. See Dan Fletcher, A Brief History of Standardized Testing, TIME (Dec. 11,
2009), http://content.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1947019,00.html.

247. See generally DANIEL KORETZ, MEASURING UP: WHAT EDUCATIONAL TESTING
REALLY TELLS US (2008); RETHINKING THE SAT: THE FUTURE OF STANDARDIZED

TESTING IN UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS (Rebecca Zwick ed., 2004).
248. See Ronald J. Coleman, Note, Stratification, Inequality, and the SAT: Toward

an SAT-Optional Movement, 18 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POLY 507, 512-14 (2011)
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admittance rates. This is not surprising; the best teachers,
tutors, and testing prep programs are more accessible to the
wealthy.

There are three primary ways to change testing
requirements: (1) make substantive changes to the tests; (2) alter
the value attributed to the tests; and (3) eliminate the use of the
tests. The first option, changing the substance of the tests, has
been occurring since testmakers first created standardized tests.
Testmakers create new versions often as new questions and
question-types are added (or removed) to more accurately reflect
the testmakers' belief in what will produce more accurate results.
Critics, parents, and policymakers have sometimes praised or
disparaged revisions, but ultimately the same underlying
problem exists no matter how many times the tests change.
Those with the most resources will be best equipped to train and
perform on any new version of a test, which ultimately turns an
academic test into one that simply reflects a student's
background. 249 Thus, though continuing to evolve standardized
tests is better than not, this option seems the least likely to make
any meaningful difference in increasing or maintaining diverse
student populations. 250

The second option seems to be the most promising choice of
the three. The value colleges and graduate schools attribute to
standardized test scores, such as the SAT or LSAT, is quite
substantial. A test score and a GPA are the two most significant
factors in admissions decisions. Of the two factors, a test score is
less accurate in predicting future performance. 2 1  And even
though the GPA has a moderate correlation to first-year grades, it
also loses academic predictability when it comes to final overall
GPAs and graduation rates. Such evidence should encourage
universities to rely less on student test scores and instead focus

(discussing how socioeconomic status can affect testing performance).
249. See supra note 248 and accompanying text.
250. See William C. Kidder, Comment, Does the LSAT Mirror or Magnify Racial

and Ethnic Differences in Educational Attainment?: A Study of Equally Achieving
"Elite" College Students, 89 CALIF. L. REV. 1055, 1059-68 (2001) (discussing the
adverse impact of standardized testing in the current admissions climate),

251. See RICHARD SAWYER, USEFULNESS OF HIGH SCHOOL AVERAGE AND ACT
SCORES IN MAKING COLLEGE ADMISSIONS DECISIONS, at ii (2010), available at
http://www.act.org/research/researchers/reports/pdf/ACT RR2OlO-2.pdf ("Ample
correlational evidence indicates that high school GPA is usually better than
admission test scores in predicting first-year college GPA, although test scores have
incremental predictive validity.").
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on other factors that are more accurate in measuring potential
student success. Fortunately, some schools have been lessening
their dependence on test scores for their admissions practices or
making them entirely optional.25 2  Decreased reliance on test
scores creates an opportunity for admitting more students from
various backgrounds and experiences; it is, therefore, more likely
to generate diverse student populations. For the roughly 800
undergraduate schools (out of approximately 3,000) that have
accepted test scores on an optional basis, the results have been
remarkable. A recent Bates College study that tracked over 30 of
these institutions and 123,000 students concluded that "test-
optional admissions improves diversity [and] does not undermine
academic quality. 253  More institutions should follow suit and
implement this more well-rounded admissions process.

The final option, eliminating testing requirements
altogether, seems the most far-fetched idea of the three choices.
Testing is likely here to stay, and completely eliminating its use
is unlikely to occur any time soon. There is, however, some merit
to this idea. Eliminating a score from an admissions profile
would compel schools to look more carefully at applicants and to
determine their desirability more closely. They will have to turn
to other factors to gain a more accurate picture of individual
candidates. This would likely create more leeway in the
admissions process, thus increasing opportunities for a greater
range of students. This option, unfortunately, would likely be
unfeasible for many schools. Admissions officers simply do not
have the time to spend the necessary resources on each applicant
to truly gauge her individual potential. This is especially true for
public schools and those schools that receive the most applicants.
Moreover, the middle-ground approach of optional testing has the
benefit of this third approach by accepting scores for those that
wish to submit them (likely those that scored well) and not
looking at scores to those looking for more of a holistic evaluation.

252. See Eric Westervelt, College Applicants Sweat the SATs. Perhaps They
Shouldn't, NPR (Feb. 18, 2014, 3:29 AM), http://www.npr.org/2014/02/18/277059528/c
ollege-applicants-sweat-the-sats-perhaps-they-shouldn-t; see also Hilary Burns, New
Study Says High School GPA Matters More Than SAT Scores, USA TODAY (Feb. 26,
2014, 11:10 AM), http://college.usatoday.com/2014/02/26/new-study-says-high-school-
gpa-matters-more-than-sat-scores/.

253. See Westervelt, supra note 252; see also WILLIAM C. HISS & VALERIE W.
FRANKS, DEFINING PROMISE: OPTIONAL STANDARDIZED TESTING POLICIES IN
AMERICAN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS (2014), available at http://www.na
cacnet.org/research/research-data/nacac-research/Documents/DefiningPromise.pdf.
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3. ELIMINATE SCHOOL RANKINGS

Since the very first edition of the U.S. News & World Report
evaluating America's Best Colleges, students and universities
have been nothing short of obsessed with school rankings. 254

Rankings are one of the most important factors in a student's
decision to attend a particular college or graduate school. Despite
numerous and persistent criticisms that have thoroughly
lambasted both the methodology and results of ranking
schemes, 255 students and institutions have paid little heed. In
the legal world, where a school's ranking is often the primary
criteria for applicants, the Association of American Law Schools
has vehemently denounced ranking systems.256  But elite
institutions, particularly those at the very top, have little
incentive to contest ranking schemes because they receive the
most benefits by ranking so highly.

So, why are rankings a problem for achieving diverse
student populations? Put simply, schools manipulate and alter
their admissions behavior to gain traction on the ranked list.
Thus, whatever U.S. News & World Report (or other ranking
system) determines are important criteria for evaluating a
school's worth, the schools in turn change their standards to meet
those criteria to game the system. Predictably, ranking systems
place great emphasis on "student quality." An institution's GPA
range, average test scores, and overall admittance rate are
considered the most important measures in assessing the quality
of its student body. Thus, ranking systems reward schools that

254. See, e.g., Aisha Labi, Obsession With Rankings Goes Global, CHRON. HIGHER
EDUC. (Oct. 17, 2008), http://chronicle.com/article/Obsession-With-Rankings-
Goes/33040; Ben Taylor, Why Law School Rankings Matter More Than Any Other
Education Rankings, FORBES (Aug. 14, 2014, 12:19 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/
bentaylor/2014/08/14/why-law-school-rankings-matter-more-than-any-other-
education-rankings/.

255. See, e.g., Francine Cullari, Law School Rankings Fail to Account for All
Factors, MICH. B.J., Sept. 2002, at 52; Jerry Parkinson, Law School News, WYO.
LAW., June 2007, at 35, 35 (arguing that "the rankings are so flawed as to be
virtually meaningless as a reliable guide to educational quality"); Alex M. Johnson,
Jr., The Destruction of the Holistic Approach to Admissions: The Pernicious Effects of
Rankings, 81 IND. L.J. 309, 358 (2006) ("The impact of any attempt by law schools to
maintain or increase the LSAT scores of their matriculants will fall
disproportionately on those who score lower-and disproportionately on members of
underrepresented groups.").

256. See STEPHEN P. KLEIN & LAURA HAMILTON, THE VALIDITY OF THE U.S. NEWS

AND WORLD REPORT RANKING OF ABA LAW SCHOOLS (1998), available at

http://aalsfar.com/reports/validity.html.
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have lower rates of admission and higher numerical scores.
Schools that accept only a certain range of scores or GPAs will
automatically shut out desirable (and potentially diverse)
students because admitting these students would not be
advantageous to their overall ranking placement. Consequently,
ranking systems corrupt the admissions process by permitting a
third party to exert significant unilateral influence on a process
that should be student centered and based on many more criteria
than just those a spreadsheet can capture.

Though few would argue for the accuracy or actual benefit of
rankings, it seems an insurmountable task to eliminate them
entirely. Further, First Amendment principles would prevent
any sort of restrictions on magazines from producing such lists.
Ironically, the answer to this problem lies with the schools
themselves. Every year, like clockwork, U.S. News & World
Report sends out surveys for schools to complete. The data that
schools provide ultimately serve as the variables applied in the
ranking methodology. Put simply, if schools refused to answer
the survey questionnaires, magazines would be unable to conduct
their ranking lists. This, however, could never come to pass
unless the very highly ranked schools agreed to refuse to
participate in the data-gathering process en masse. Currently,
there exists little incentive for them to do so as they would stand
to lose the greatest by no longer having the advantage of ranking
highly. Though this seems improbable, if enough schools agree to
boycott the surveys, perhaps there can be some real pushback
against these ranking lists.

4. RESTRUCTURE THE ADMISSIONS SYSTEM

The admissions process for higher education institutions,
whether at the undergraduate or graduate level, is remarkably
autonomous. This process not only pits schools against each
other in competition for students, but it also discourages the
potential for nationwide institutional change. Stronger
associations between universities and their respective
departments could greatly benefit the admissions process by
working together to create more inclusive and holistic standards.

Some scholars have advocated for radical changes in law
school admissions policies, in particular, to more closely follow
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other professional systems.257 For example, one drastic way to
restructure law school admissions is to use a standardized test,
like the LSAT, to determine a minimum score necessary to be
considered a competent student. Then, a lottery is created for
those students who earned a passing test score to fill the seats at
all of the available schools. This would spread students across
different schools and would certainly create a more diverse school
population. Though such a system would be impossible to
implement in a private-public school system, the basic idea
behind it carries some value. A successful, or competent, student
does not require the admissions numbers that student acceptance
profiles of the most prestigious institutions would suggest. As
discussed previously, the ranking system incentivizes schools to
reduce their applicants to mere numbers in order to raise school
profiles and reputations. If schools decided on a universal test
score threshold, the need to compete for an SAT score of 1500
versus a 1300 would virtually disappear. Schools would then be
incentivized to look at other aspects of a student profile if the
specific numbers (whether GPA or standardized-test score) met
the predetermined threshold. Additionally, institutions could
create a basic formula that combines the GPA and test score,
revealing a final weighted score. This technique could benefit
students that might have a low score in one area, but a higher
one in the other. 258

Moreover, in the medical field, a matching system places
medical students in residency programs across the country via a
noncompetitive process.25 9 Students rank, interview, and visit
various residency programs, while the residency programs rank
their student preferences. Then, an algorithm matches students
and programs for the highest optimal matching (in the
aggregate). Again, this may not be feasible for most educational

257. See Duncan Kennedy, Legal Education and the Reproduction of Hierarchy, 32
J. LEGAL EDUC. 591 (1982); Phoebe A. Haddon & Deborah W. Post, Misuse and Abuse
of the LSAT: Making the Case for Alternative Evaluative Efforts and a Redefinition of
Merit, 80 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 41 (2006); see also Lani Guinier, Admissions Rituals as
Political Acts: Guardians at the Gates of Our Democratic Ideals, 117 HARV. L. REV.
113, 222 (2003).

258. Although some law schools used an "indexed" score that combines the GPA
and LSAT numbers, there is no uniformity in the level of weight each factor receives.

259. For some background regarding the residency-matching program, see
Melinda Creasman, Resuscitating the National Resident Matching Program:
Improving Medical Resident Placement Through Binding Dual Matching, 56 VAND.
L. REV. 1439 (2003).
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institutions, but for specific programs (like law or business
school), there may be some value in accepting students in a more
deliberate and joint effort among the different schools.

5. CAP TUITION AND FEDERAL LOAN LIMITS

Finally, a major problem that should be addressed is the
rising costs of education.260 The federal government notes that
yearly tuition costs increase at a rate double that of the general
inflation rate.26 1 Put simply, college and graduate school becomes
even more unattainable for underrepresented groups when there
is a higher price tag to attend. Sharp tuition increases should be
halted or at least tempered. Private schools may be more
equipped to handle this, as large endowments protect them from
any shifts in public funding. Public schools, however, are
inextricably tied to federal and state budgets. These budgets are
decreasing. Politicians should continue to fund higher education
institutions adequately, and the electorate must demand it. The
rate of increase is clearly unsustainable. Even successful
students earning degrees have substantial debts that rival home
mortgages.262

Beyond fixing school funding problems, the federal
government may be able to induce educational institutions to
keep education costs low. In the past, major increases in school
tuition have been met with similar increases in federal loan
amounts available to students. At a practical level, this makes
sense. If government loans are to be useful, students should be
able to get adequate funding to cover their educational costs.
This, however, has created a perverse incentive for educational
institutions. If the government readily increases the cap of
available loan funds each time school costs rise, the schools in
turn have little reason to fear that their students would not be
able to afford their tuition hikes. If, instead, the federal

260. See Tuition and Fees and Room and Board over Time, 1974-75 to 2014-15,
Selected Years, C. BOARD, http://trends.collegeboard.org/college-pricing/figures-
tables/tuition-fees-room-board-time-1974-75-2014-15-selected-years (last visited Jan.
30, 2015).

261. See Tuition Inflation, FINAID, http://www.finaid.org/savings/tuition-
inflation.phtml (last visited Feb. 21, 2014).

262. See Andrew Martin & Andrew W. Lehren, A Generation Hobbled by the
Soaring Cost of College, N.Y. TIMES, May 13, 2012, at Al; Carolyn Thompson, $1
Trillion Student Loan Debt Widens US Wealth Gap, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Mar. 27,
2014, 4:33 PM), http://finance.yahoo.com/news/1-trillion-student-loan-debt.
141440433.html.
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government capped loans at a fixed amount, schools (especially
the most expensive) would hesitate to increase tuition costs so
readily. Higher education institutions, whether public or private,
depend heavily on these federal loans because their students
depend on them to pay for school costs. Thus, if federal loan
amounts do not automatically increase as tuition costs do,
institutions would feel constrained from raising their fees for fear
of students not being able to pay them; this, of course, could
negatively impact their overall enrollment numbers.

Alternatively, another way to keep costs down is to base
tuition costs on a student's ability to pay. Thus, the wealthiest
students would likely pay sticker prices, whereas the neediest
students would receive a discounted price based on income level.
In certain ways, institutions already do this by offering need-
based scholarships and grants. Only the most elite, private
schools do this effectively by offering sufficient aid to every
student that needs it. 263 This method, however, responds to the
problem through the back end by offering money to compensate
for a student's inability to pay. For such a system to work more
effectively, especially in public school settings that have limited
scholarship funds, perhaps the answer is to hedge the problem at
the front end and simply charge less for the neediest students.

CONCLUSION

Ultimately, promoting a truly integrated and accessible
education system, at all levels of education, is neither
controversial nor seriously debated. Common sense and research
place a high premium on the benefits of diverse educational
environments to both white and minority students alike.264 The
controversy lies only in the method used to accomplish such a
goal. Unfortunately, an extensive amount of data confirms that

263. See Harvard: Free Tuition for Families Earning Under $60K, HARVARD
CRIMSON (Mar. 30, 2006), http://www.thecrimson.com/article/2006/3/30/harvard-free-
tuition-for-families-earning/; Ivy League Schools Open Doors to Low Income, NPR
(Mar. 12, 2008, 9:00 AM), http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyld=881
61456; Blake Ellis, Yale, Harvard, Other Colleges to Court More Low-Income
Students, CNN MONEY (Jan. 17, 2014, 5:26 AM), http://money.cnn.com/2014/01/16/pf/
college/low-income-students/.

264. See, e.g., Angela Mae Kupenda, Simply Put: How Diversity Benefits Whites
and How Whites Can Simply Benefit Diversity, 6 SEATTLE J. FOR SOC. JUST. 649, 652
(2008) (arguing that "whites stand to benefit greatly from diversity in the following
ways: diversity eliminates limiting fallacies that harm . . . students, it replaces
limiting points with progressive options, and it teaches patriotism").
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school resegregation has been a real phenomenon occurring in our
communities within the past few decades.265 What started as a
state-mandated public policy of segregation has now been
replaced by institutionalized barriers that make it difficult to
maintain Brown's legacy.26 6 But, "history teaches us that there is
no reason to believe that children who attend segregated, or
unequal, schools will consistently obtain equal education
opportunities."267

Many scholars and critics question whether or not the
educational environment for disadvantaged minority students
can be institutionally rehabilitated.26 Despite the seemingly
insurmountable odds against a rehabilitated education system,
the federal courts have historically supported the value of
accessible and equal education. Now, however, the Supreme
Court is increasingly becoming suspicious of using race- or ethnic-
based data for any purpose in admissions programs. This hands-
off approach will likely exacerbate the difficulties educational
institutions already have in finding a happy medium between
admitting diverse student populations and using fair methods to
achieve that diversity. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court in
Fisher confirmed its support for diverse student populations-

265. See supra Part II.
266. See Robert A. Garda, Jr., Coming Full Circle: The Journey from Separate but

Equal to Separate and Unequal Schools, 2 DUKE J. CONST. L. & PUB. POLY 1, 53
(2007) (arguing that "[t]he new 'separate and equal' paradigm is expected to succeed
where Plessey failed, because racial separation is now voluntary instead of state
mandated .... These distinctions will not make a practical difference to our
students, however, as our separate schools will continue to produce disparate
educational opportunities for our poor and minority students."); see also John
Charles Boger, Education's "Perfect Storm'? Racial Resegregation, High-Stakes
Testing, and School Resource Inequities: The Case of North Carolina, 81 N.C. L. REV.
1375 (2003) (finding that the resegregation of public schools, coupled with
inadequate resources available to those schools, places minority students in
hazardous academic environments).

267. See Black, supra note 228, at 561-62; cf. JOHN P. JACKSON, JR., SCIENCE FOR
SEGREGATION: RACE, LAW, AND THE CASE AGAINST BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION
(2005) (chronicling the role and history of politicized scientific work used to argue
against racial desegregation jurisprudence).

268. See Derrick Bell, Desegregation's Demise, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC., July 13,
2007, at B1l (acknowledging that "racial integration as the primary vehicle for
providing effective schooling for black and Latino children has run its course");
Daniel S. Greenspahn, A Constitutional Right to Learn: The Uncertain Allure of
Making a Federal Case Out of Education, 59 S.C. L. REV. 755, 775 (2008) (discussing
the difficulties in securing a quality education for students through the federal
courts); KOZOL, supra note 156 (reporting on the poor conditions many minority-
majority schools face).
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though perhaps making it a bit harder to accomplish.
Consequently, schools and communities should identify and
explore alternative means to achieve the objectives behind the
diversity rationale without violating other principles of fairness.


